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Unvaxed at Risk from Vaxed in Coming Dark Winter
– Karen Kingston
By Greg Hunter On September 29, 2021 In Political Analysis 312 Comments

By Greg Hunter’s USAWatchdog.com

Karen Kingston is a medical analyst that
researches a wide variety of things in the medical
world.  She’s an expert in getting new drugs and
medical devices approved and pass regulatory
hurdles.  She researched the drug patents for the
CV19 vaccine and says the unvaxed are at
serious medical risk form the vaxed.  Kingston
explains, “If you take a look at the biological
license approval for Pfizer, it specifically explains

that Comirnaty is a nucleoside-modified messenger RNA.  What is that?  That is a man-made genetic
material that coats the spike protein of SARS COV 2. So, people who are injected are producing
trillions of the disease causing spike protein, and they can infect other people.  This was documented
in the August 2015 document by the FDA called ‘Viral Based Gene Therapies’ and shedding analysis
and design studies.  This is what’s called a viral gene based therapy, and it’s very well documented by
the FDA. . . . That is clear evidence that they knew the shedding would occur.”

This is so insidious that the FDA is well aware of unvaxed pregnant women.  Kingston says, “Not only
can you get sick, but if you get pregnant and are around someone who is vaccinated, that could result
in the death of your baby, your baby dying within one month of being born, birth defects and
autoimmune disease over its lifetime.  That is horrifying.”

Kingston says there are also cases of vaxed parents infecting their unvaxed children.  Kingston says,
“If you look at the weekly morbidity and mortality reports from the CDC in August, they showed . . .
that there was a major spike in cases of hospitalization in children between 1 and 4 years old, then 5
and 12, and 12 to 18 beginning in January and going up very quickly.  Well, the children were not
supposed to be vaccinated.  That’s correct–the parents are.  As parents get more and more
vaccinated, the children, particularly 1 to 4 year olds, are the highest spike in hospitalizations due to
Covid.  Children never got Covid before.  What they are getting is Covid from their parents being
vaccinated.”

Kingston gives ways to minimize the risk for the unvaccinated and also some help for the vaccinated
with a supplement called NAC.

Kingston says the world needs to wake up to the extreme and contends, “This is absolutely unlawful,
and I just can’t believe parents, police officers, healthcare providers and our government are just
standing by and basically letting a conspiracy to commit aggravated assault and murder on our
children and employees.  I am tired of people saying this is conspiracy theory, it’s unproven.  It’s not. 
All these documents are available on the FDA, NIH and USPTO.gov.”

One thing is for sure, more and more vaxed people and some unvaxed people are going to get sick,
and many will also die from the vaccines forced on the world.  Can it be avoided?  Kingston says, “I
think there is a way to avoid this to get the truth out there and to start treating people.  Otherwise, yes,
let’s heed the words of Dr. Fauci, this time and this time only, which is that we are in for a dark winter.”

(What is written here is only a small portion of what is covered. There is much more in the 58 minute
interview.)

Join Greg Hunter as he goes One-on-One with pharmaceutical and medical device analyst Karen
Kingston.  (9.30.21)

(To Donate to USAWatchdog.com Click Here)

After the Interview:

Karen Kingston is in the process of starting a website so people can get and give information about
the Vax, CV19 and anything related to it.  I’ll let you know when it’s up and running.

If you want to follow Karen Kingston, you can do so on LinkedIn.
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09/29/2021  •lightning

For all the folks being coerced to tax the Jab to stay employed, you may want to
consider an approach where you agree to take the vaccine if the company

acknowledges that its a new condition of employment, and as such you will not “volunteer” or
sign any document for a vaccine being deployed under emergency use authorization. You want
them to know that you have grave concerns about the safety of the vaccines based on the
CDC’s VAERS data, the European equivalent and the latest medical literature. However, as you
and your family are completely dependent on your current position you want to confirm that
your company is committed to your health and safety..

As a condition of employment you are requesting confirmation by the company that they (your
employer) are accepting all liability for injury or death.

I’m not suggesting you actually take the vaccine, even if your employer agrees to do this.

I HIGHLY DOUBT your employer will agree.

But I think it will substantially strengthen your position to sue for wrongful dismissal in the
coming months .

I admire all the people standing their ground and I also am praying for everyone being coerced.
I personally believe that if you can hold out for a few more months, this will have to turn around
in your favor.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Jeff

” if you can hold out for a few more months, this will have to turn
around in your favor. ”

I agree. Hold out. Something great comes our way. Justice is coming !

Reply

09/30/2021  •Anthony Australia

One for you Ray & Pauly OZ

https://www.banned.video/watch?
id=61514f0e3dc2d614a694c694

Reply

10/01/2021  •Ray

Thanks Anthony,
Perhaps we should get behind

Bossi…….at least he wants to take the ball up hard
through the middle of the ruck.
I am sitting here on Saturday morning in a kind of
limbo…….
I sense an event……something like Clif High has been
making reference to, about to break upon the world,
and yes……I think it might happen here.
Check out this video. It has been on the net for over
10 years…..I often go back to it.
It speaks of a prophecy given by a 90 year old
Norwegian woman back in 1968.
In a part, it says……”The Third World War will start in
a way that no one expected, and from an unexpected
place”
https://youtu.be/ym0mM3ekUgA
Perhaps we are standing at that very point in time……
here in October 2021, in Australia.
I have no gun.
All I have is my belief in God and a very, very, very
sharp samurai sword.
I do not fear my bodily death…..I do fear not being
worthy of continuing in this Universe after my bodily
death.
But even with that, and when I pray to God……I
always say to Him that if it should be His judgement
that I have not made the grade, I will at the very least
take some comfort in knowing that God will indeed win
the fight against evil, and He will take with him some
amazing souls to be at His side.
The moment appears upon us Anthony, because I
cannot see this situation going on globally much
longer without a tipping point, an explosion, a
revelation or…….a return of Jesus Himself.
The next few weeks………
Stay the course my friend.
Regards,
Ray
Canberra, George Orwell Nation

Reply

09/30/2021  •Janice Hicks

FALSE & DECEPTIVE — According to ‘health
officials’ around the world, the vaccines do not

protect anyone from getting infected, do not prevent transmission,
and people still need to wear masks, keep distance, isolate
themselves, be quarantined, etc. 74% of infected people of a mid
summer outbreak were vaccinated. The start of immunization
campaigns shows also dramatic spikes in deaths. In short:
nothing changes. Yet, they want to make constant booster
injections part of our lives. The marketing phrase ‘the vaccines
are safe and effective’ is therefor proven false and deceptive.
https://pdfhost.io/v/22Z0ptGqa_THEVACCINEDEATHREPORT

Reply

09/30/2021  •Michael. Burton

The EXPERIMENTAL gene therapy jab is a Trojan horse
designed as a vaccine. This is not a vaccine but a way to

depopulate the population in every 8 ways to sunday as chucky boy Schumer
said . The schwab and the world economic forum are dangerous criminals right
along with china joe and gangster friends . Hospitals are YOUR new ovens,gas
chambers, and killing fields. The public school system and higher education are
YOUR new re-education camps in your face. The cares act was introduced in
the house of representatives JANUARY 24 2019

Reply

09/30/2021  •Janice Hicks

The Fall of Cabal is a must see documentary of
nearly 3 hours made by award-winning author and

researcher Janet Ossebaard. The Fall of Cabal announces the
downfall of the 1%, often referred to as the Cabal: a small group
of people who run the world through their excessive wealth and
power. They concocted an evil master plan to completely
dominate and submiss humanity… a plan in which corruption,
secret services, secret societies and high treason reign supreme.

Please note: parts 1-9 are great fact-based journalism. The final
part 10 however is Janet’s own personal belief, which is a mixture
of fact, and fiction. Don’t let that keep you from the first nine parts,
which is critical information for everyone who wants to understand
the world, and make it a better place.

WATCH THE FALL OF CABAL:
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/fall-cabal/

Reply

09/30/2021  •Paul ...

We Americans are effectively “without a Government right now”
… it takes the Russian Government to go after the parasites like

You Tube for censoring our Constitutional Right to Free Speech …
https://ugetube.com/watch/russian-government-threatens-retaliation-toward-
youtube-over-censorship-full-show-9-29-21_nQeh3DFgFYB7nuH.html … if we
don’t start doing something “to kill the parasites on our backs” who have
completely taken control of our Government … they are going “to kill us” …
China (like Russia) is also taking action against the parasites by making their
men (men again) by removing all queers from positions of power … we need to
immediately begin by removing the two big “queer ducks” Gates and Fauci
sucking the life force out of us just as you would instinctively knock a scorpion
off your neck before you are stung to death!!!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Brooklyn

Paul….

I left a reply last night to one of your comments but
it got lost in the “shuffle” of all the new comments being posted
below for Karen Kingston fabulous interview with our leader, Greg
Hunter. (*Greg, you might see that I “stole” your salutation…;)

In my comment I not only posted an article that is not only relative
to Karen Kingston’s interview, but I WROTE IT! Although I have
enjoyed being Brooklyn here at USAWatchDog.com my real
name Fredy Lowe, and I (sometimes) write for Canada Free
Press and other conservative sites.

https://canadafreepress.com/article/against-the-wind

Truth be told, on Tuesday afternoon this Bob Seger song came
on the radio while driving in my car and before I got to my
destination nearly half of this little missive was ready to type out.

Hopefully you will enjoy. More to come….

Onward & Upward,

Fredy

Reply

09/30/2021  •Marie+Joy

Excellent article, Fredy. The answer IS
“blowin’ in the wind”.

Reply

09/30/2021  •ronin

@lightning, this is sound overall advice, clearly the only way to
address this matter of the vax/gene therapy will be through legal

means by a sizeable group of people who have been wrongfully dismissed or
fired from their jobs because they wouldn’t take the jab. Without delving into the
legal standing for such cases, there seems to be clear precedence for such a
movement, and signed documentation will be important!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Warren B.

I agree …hold out for the short term if possible. Things are
turning.

Don’t resign and initially don’t refuse the Jab – ask for clarification in writing
about the “Vaccine” from your employer – play for extra time. The do the
following:
One very important point I must raise for anyone in this difficult position (being
coerced into taking the mandatory jab) – take an immunity test – establish that
your innate immunity exists. Make sure it is on record (notarized document
noting your immunity results and lodged with your employer through your
attorney) before taking any Vaccine. Any loss sustained relating to termination
(not accepting vaccine mandate)- will be pursued through damages claim –
where there is a deliberate refusal to acknowledge your natural immunity.
Precedents have already been established – natural immunity has been proven
an arguable position with plaintiffs succeeding in obtaining exemption from
vaccine. Coercion to take a vaccine when not medically required are grounds
for damages. Always do this in advance of any vaccine mandated by your
employer and before termination.

Reply

10/01/2021  •Stacy Johnson

Karen Kingston talked about NAC (N-ac-lcystene). She
mentioned that she bought it at Nortropics?? Is that right. I can’t

seem to find it. Anyone know where to buy it?

Reply

10/01/2021  •Greg Hunter

https://nootropicsdepot.com/?

msclkid=c6ea62d3a21418dd5aed0384de6295b7

Reply

10/01/2021  •Sue

I recently bought 5 bottles from
Swansonvitamins.com

Reply

10/01/2021  •Sue

That should be swansonsvitamins.com

Reply

10/01/2021  •Lois Petersen

Here is another option:
https://www.lifeextension.com/vitamins-

supplements/item01534/n-acetyl-l-cysteine

Reply

10/02/2021  •Al'Amarah

https://nootropicsdepot.com/login.php This is the
correct web sit i got 2 bottles of nac 180 count .

They offer free shipping w $50+ purchase . Best of luck god bless
& please share this link .. aloha Al’Amarah

Reply

10/01/2021  •Earth Angel

Catherine Austin Fitts has some documents on her website
solari.com already made to address this. Download pdf files &

print out for use!

Reply

10/01/2021  •Earth Angel

This is in response to lightning- and the issue of
employer mandates on taking the experimental

jabs now known to cause quality of life ENDING side effects
and/or death in numerous cases. People must become proactive
in providing the employers which are forcing their employees to
take this shot with a document legally holding the company and/or
its principals PERSONALLY and FINANCIALLY LIABLE for any
and all damages or deaths which may occur from the injections-
since those pharmaceutical companies and patent holders
responsible for creating these toxic cocktails have been given
blanket immunity from any liabilities. I have just this week learned
of a man surveying land on our street who had 3 uncles take the
jabs and all 3 died within the month. Another friend has a
client/friend of 30 yrs. whose formerly healthy 12yr. old
granddaughter was given the shots and is now suffering seizures
and other terrible side effects. The child has had to be
hospitalized for treatments costing $100,000 per visit. Adding
insult to INJURY- the family has had to fight with the insurance
company which initially DID NOT want to cover the expenses.
The woman’s husband, who took the 3rd shot recently, played
golf one day, came home and suffered a massive heart attack
then died the next day. Please pray for the families in Georgia
who must be reeling from this right now. How many others
worldwide are suffering and greiving like this? The monsters
responsible for this harm and genocide MUST be held
accountable. This is making what hitler did in ww2 look like
kindergarten.. Still think this conspiracy is just a theory?! ..So line
up, roll up your sleeve and find out… solari.com has a few
versions of the documents holding employers/colleges, etc.
responsible available for free download at the website. (Catherine
Austin Fitts site; solari.com)

Reply

09/29/2021  •Roger

Greg,
Thank you for another great interview. I am under intense pressure to get the

vaccine from family – but each time I consider doing it – come across more concerning
information. The govt. push to VAX makes no sense in relation to the actual science. I went to 2
pharmacies asking about the labeled “approved” vaccine and was told they had it – but when I
pressed them they said they were using the “similar” vaccine with the emergency use label.
They would give me paperwork saying I had the approved vaccine.
These are troubling times and it is only going to get worse before it gets better. I would not be at
all surprised if they start witholding medical insurance coverage for those that are un-vaxxed.
We better get someone in office next election that will turn this around or our country and
society is toast…

Reply

09/29/2021  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Roger for your support. The research is out
there, don’t ignore it.

Reply

10/01/2021  •Craig S Majoros

Greg, thank you for all you do, and when I can’t
access your video I wonder if I’m being blocked by

some unknown entity… I’ve tried to access video on your page
and on Rumble, but it won’t work. I’ll keep trying. Thank you
again.

Reply

10/01/2021  •Greg Hunter

Unplug your modem Craig and plug
it back in after 30 secs. It will clear

codes your ISP is tion to block certain content. Also
change browsers. Big tech is censoring USAW
content in many ways! I kid you not.
Greg

Reply

09/30/2021  •BARBARA

Roger , my dad had those pressures too and got the jab , after a
week or two he had symptoms he could not avoid , tested ,

accelerated cancer of prostate …. he is is serious trouble and the treatment he
is undergoing is diminishing his life quality forever .

Reply

09/30/2021  •Marie+Joy

Barbara, My father had that and it saved his life.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Warren B.

I’m not an MD…but Ivermectin is potential agent
effective against Cancer.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1043661820315152#abs0015
Raising the body’s Ph level is essential for treating cancers (get it
above 7.4). High dose Citrus IV”s. Avoid all sugars in diet –
essential.
https://healthfully.com/how-to-change-your-body-ph-level-
4378799.html

Reply

09/30/2021  •Rodster

“Just Say No”

– Nancy Reagan

Reply

10/02/2021  •TarMar

Roger, DON’T get jabbed regardless of how much pressure
comes from family, friends, society, whatever! It’s DEATH to you

both physically and more important spiritually. There’s numerous cases where
people say they feel “spiritually dead” after taking the jab. This is because
Satan himself is behind this depopulation event. The so-called “vaccines” were
dedicated to him at a ceremony in Washington D.C. The evidence is out
there… research it for yourself.

Reply

10/02/2021  •Al’Amarah

Stick to your guns! My sister is a employee of the state of CA in
HR she got the vax Now she has breast cancer again ! She Was

cancer free for over 15 years.. you will need your health to help your friends
and family through this nightmare because their health will deteriorate unless
they were lucky enough to get placebo shots!, god bless.
https://nootropicsdepot.com/login.php ..
You can order NAC at this web site

Reply

09/29/2021  •James Hall

It wasn’t just the Jews, they were a small fracture. I helped a lot of them out of
the Soviet Union so no anti-Semitic BS here.

Listen to Benjamin Freeman speech 1961.
Drink raw milk from grass fed cows and goats daily. This is the only complete food.
Supplements are not a complete food like raw milk.
Research 1929 raw milk cure.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Cassie

You are so right, James! Raw milk from grassfed animals is
health- and life-giving food for all ages. That’s why it is so

heavily attacked and lied about. A good place to become educated about raw
milk is the Weston A. Price Foundation (WAPF.org) with their legal defense
arm, Farm-to-Consumer Legal Defense Fund.

Reply

09/29/2021  •JOHN FORGIONE

I’ve only been watching for a few mins but one thing that has been in the back of
my mind for some time now is blood transfusions. I don’t think blood banks

would be accepting blood from the non vaxxed. They’re aiming for %70-80 world wide. Will this
be the mass culling of the world?

Reply

10/01/2021  •Earth Angel

And what about the non-vaxxed NOT being unable to accept
blood transfusions from the vaxxed?! We will have to give our

OWN blood prior to elective surgery and what the heck will we do in an
emergency situation??!! I want NO contaminated vaxxed blood put into my
body. I’ll bet the Red Cross & other blood banks will not even keep up with this-
and how would we trust them anyway?

Reply

09/29/2021  •andyb

there have been numerous comments and discussion on the lack of employees
for the millions of openings that are claimed to be out there for the asking and, at

higher than normal wage levels. I see the signs all over the fast food landscape: “now paying
$11.50/hr”; “subsidized health care”/ etc. Why are there few if any takers. Especially now that
unemployment bennies have run out. Is the govt covering up the fact that there are many
millions already dead?

Reply

09/30/2021  •A. Anthanovich

Andy,

You are probably correct about the government covering up the
real number of vaccine causalities, it would fit perfectly into the scenario I
describe below.

Consider this theory: You are designing a bio-weapon in a government funded
lab, and you want to maximize the number of deaths for your depopulation
agenda without creating and releasing a very dangerous pathogen which could
easily get out of control and kill the globalist planners. So instead, Covid-19 is
designed and introduced to the population which makes people sick enough to
launch a media propaganda campaign about a serious pandemic to induce fear
into the public. At the same time a fraudulent PCR test is introduced to create
mostly false positives to aid the campaign. Covid-19 turns out to be nothing
more than a bad seasonal flu like illness with more than a 99% survival rate for
most segments of the population…so no worries about it getting out of control;
however, the elderly and many others with preexisting health conditions are
murdered by preventing treatment with widely available drugs or by being
placed on a ventilator and given remdesvivir, a drug know to cause renal
failure.

Now comes the warp speed vaccine to the rescue, the real bio-weapon…but
instead of injecting everyone with the deadly dose at the same time…doses
range from placebo…10ug, 20ug, 30ug….up to 100ug so as not to alarm the
public with too many deaths to explain. As it turns out, the vaccines are not
safe and effective as advertised. Instead, we are now finding out that “the fully-
vaccinated” are becoming a spreader of the disease through a process known
as “shedding” … the perfect weapon.

Now, doesn’t that sound like the evil plan that has been implemented?

Tony

Reply

09/30/2021  •Valerie

Yes, it’s a very evil plan! It’s a Holocaust!

Reply

10/01/2021  •Catherine

Of course it’s their plan. Why would they make a
pathogen so destructive that they would also die.

However how did Trump get involved in the push force” quick
vaccine” scheme. Was it advice from a trusted aid that really was
not loyal? Or is he complicit? We will never know.
All I know is that God in His infinite wisdom let Biden the Joker
steal the election because the liberals NEVER would have taken
the vaxx if Trump won…… the Trump followers would have taken
the vaxx in droves. So therefore the liberal population has the
spike proteins and all that comes with it. Most Trump followers are
just waiting to see their demise.
Everything is for the good. If trump or another honest leader
becomes President after the libs are decimated our country will
be fine and we will rebuild our lives according to the Supreme
Being ….God. Not gates Biden pelosi Clinton or Soros including
traitorous unnamed others.

Reply

10/01/2021  •elle

Waiting-the-wings cures for the gene therapy side
effects? This is V for Vendetta. And I agree,

BOLLOCKS! We are the majority. We are winning against this
predator evil. They are desperate. Notice how they keep pumping
up the volume with newly designed commercials and continuing
24/7 covid lies running on the FakeSM. I saw a new one just
yesterday. DESPERATE AND GOING DOWN!!!!

STAND TOGETHER AGAINST THE TYRANNY. DO NOT
COMPLY.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Carol Hudak

I have a friend who is taking medication for her breathing-now that she
unfortunately got vaccinated-her breathing got worse and she is very tired. She

took NAC for only ten days
and was able to lower her lung med. to every other day!!! And she has more energy.
She learned of this from Cliff High. (My friend’s lung dr. now wants to learn about it.)
I’m happy to hear Ms. Kingston also recommends NAC.
Oh, BTW. . . my health food store told me that it’s been a bit harder to get NAC.
Hmmm . . . now, does that surprise anyone??

Reply

09/29/2021  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Carol for the info. We’re hearing the same thing.

Reply

09/30/2021  •BARBARA

Thank you Greg for all you do , your guest tonight
needs our prayers too , what a magnificent human

being . The only NAC i found tonight was from the company Life
extension , they have it in stock at the moment , everywhere else i
look …all out of stock
Blessings Brother

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

I agree Sister Barbara
Brother Greg

Reply

10/01/2021  •Raymond Jensen

Now makes NAC but you have to get
on a waiting list at your local health

food store for it. I am occasionally around crowds of
people and if I feel I am coming down with something,
I take it along with vitamin B,C and grapefruit peel tea
and I feel better.

Reply
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10/01/2021  •PENNY

Raymond, Look up Dr.
Vlademir “Zed” Zelenko, he

saved thousands of
lives in New York with a all natural formula .
You can recreate
the formula using your existing supplements
or purchasing his.
I’m not connected to him and have no
financial interest.

Reply

09/30/2021  •andrea

I haven’t got the details at hand but know for a fact
that at the beginning of this year, there was a

successful move by (and again I cannot remember which official
body – I think the FDA) to have NAC defined as possibly ‘unsafe’
and therefore restricted for medical professionals to prescribe.
‘They’ saw this coming, in the same way as HCQ etc and began a
vilifying campaign early.
This is what it is coming to.
Expect it to get even harder to find this stuff. Online from
overseas it would seem.

I believe it was mentioned in one of the expose-videos by those
Spanish researchers who recently managed to get hold of a
Pfizer vial and who first discovered the Graphene Oxide therein.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Paul ...

CH … If the criminal eugenicists take NAC vitamin supplements
off the market … eat n-acetyl cysteine (NAC) rich foods … like

eggs, nuts, legumes, lentils, oatmeal, yogurt, sunflower seeds, cheese and
protein such as fish, chicken, pork and beef!!

Reply

09/29/2021  •Carol Hudak

Thanks for the food list, Paul!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Paul ...

Carol … At least when you eat “real
food” you know what you are eating …

there are some unscrupulous greedy people who own
vitamin companies “that are simply out for the money”
and will charge you $50 dollars for a small bottle of
NAC (made with protein gotten from grinding up
chicken feathers) … when you could better use the
$50 dollars to buy 20 lbs of “real chicken cutlets” to get
your NAC … and enjoy eating it!!

Reply

09/30/2021  •

Marilyn Guinnane

Paul, I
could write a tome on how

much supplements have helped me. There
are very trustworthy name brands, supplying
supplements, out there.

Reply

10/02/2021  •Bill Little

Scientist are working on
growing the vax chemicals

directly into the food supply. It’s time to grow
your own food indoors! Once they begin
growing the modified plants the pollen will
spread to outdoor gardens and contaminate
them! I also read where the government has
given a contract to a company to modify the
food in some way by adding who knows what
to it! My guess is more chemicals that will kill
whoever eats it! My next guess is it will also
be put in the water bottles and any drinks in
the supermarket. I also think they will put it in
the water supplies of all cities for you all to
drink! mmm! Best to get rid of the scum that
started and maintain this plandemic NOW!!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Brooklyn

You might want to add…
glutathione, Black Seed, and EGCG — as well as

the usual (C, zinc, D3, quercetin).  To strengthening your immune
system — for the upcoming cold and flu season…

Reply

09/30/2021  •Donna Wilson

I just ordered NAC from Life Extension:

https://www.lifeextension.com/vitamins-
supplements/item01534/n-acetyl-l-cysteine

Reply

09/30/2021  •Paul ...

Donna … Ever think to ask the company what their
NAC is made from??

Reply

09/30/2021  •Donna Wilson

Paul, yeah, okay. Life Extension has a
Q&A section for each product. They

disclose that their NAC is derived from duck feathers
(which I don’t have a problem with, sorry you do). I
have more of an issue with the stuff being sourced
from China. I should have checked that out more
carefully. However, I trust LE and have used their
products for years. Here’s the paragraph from LE
about their source:

“The NAC is sourced from a high-quality supplier in
China. As an international organization, we obtain
cutting edge raw materials from around the world. All
of our raw materials go through stringent testing to
meet our high-quality standards! This information is
available on our Certificate of Analysis (COA), which
can be provided upon request. For additional
information regarding our product quality, please visit
our Quality FAQ:
https://www.lifeextension.com/faq/quality-purity-
efficacy ”

Also, though I would certainly rather have products
made solely in the USA, I’m not going to die on that
hill. I’ll check more carefully in the future. Currently I’m
concerned about not getting sick from the legions of
the vaxxxed. The product I purchased was $10.50 for
the bottle. I don’t have info on strength or number of
pills in front of me.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Marilyn Guinnane

Carol Hudak — The FDA is considering banning NAC. This
should not surprise anyone. I’ve been taking it for about 12

years, when Dr. Russell Blaylock recommended it. I’ve been taking quercetin
for twelve years, as well, along with a myriad of other supplements. I bring it up
because I was a victim of shedding. The shortness of breath, the fatigue, Karen
Kingston mentioned? Mea culpa. Bedridden for 3 mos. and 5 days due to
fatigue. Couldn’t change the sheets on my bed without stopping repeatedly to
rest, to catch my breath. I felt strongly that I wasn’t going to make it; oh did I
mention that I was spitting up blood? I believe NAC most likely pulled me
through, along with all the immune boosters I was taking, like beta-glucan, zinc,
etc. Really, who would’ve ever thought that being close to someone (dentistry)
who’d been injected with poison could create such havoc with a normally
healthy person? My concern now is: am I shedding myself? No one ever brings
it up, probably because no one knows. It’s a terrible thing to live with, the notion
that ‘I’ could be giving this to others. To reiterate, I did not take the jab; was
merely shed upon by those who did.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Dr Eduardo Nunez

Acquiring NAC ( N-Acetyl Cysteine ) will not only be difficult but
the FDA is considering a change in its classification from a

supplement to a medication, in order to better control (limit) its distribution.After
all , it is used medicinally in hospitals and has been considered the antidote of
choice for reversing the effects of Acetaminophen (Tylenol, Datril) poisoning
since the early 80’s.

Reply

09/29/2021  •James Hall

Drink baking soda water regularly will raise the ph, look it up. They have
technique to use baking soda to cure cancer. Probably will help.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Paul ...

James … You don’t need to drink chemicals … all vegetables
are alkalizing … if you simply eat more vegetables … you will be

well on your way to a more alkaline diet … best to eat your vegetables in the
least processed form you can (raw or steamed is excellent) … if you deep fry
your zucchini or made a carrot cake you will be defeating your purpose … all
types of seaweed “are particularly alkalizing” … if not into seaweed then eat
your salad greens … spinach, parsley, kale and watercress are especially good
alkalizers!!

Reply

09/29/2021  •Stephen Woenker

So is my dna altered if I’m infected from a vaxxed individual????

Reply

09/30/2021  •JuicyMoosey

The vaxxed are shedding spike proteins that their own cells are
being forced to create by the MRNA. Those spike proteins are

essentially a poison that tear up the delicate lining of organic tissue – among
other things. These spikes will probably attempt to replicate themselves within
the cells of the unvaxxed but for those with a healthy body and immune
response then they should be able to error-correct the genetic damage caused
by the viral assualt. Even some of the vaxxed MAY be able to realign their
genetics to stock if they take care of themselves, pray, and didn’t get a heavy
dose of the MRNA.

(Flu like symptoms are a positive and healthy immune response designed to
elimenate something from the body through fluids such as fleghm, spitum and
lympth – therefore cleaning itself out. Don’t stop the immune system from doing
its job. Help the immune system with good clean water and food)

The unvaxxed have to stay immesurably healthy and stress-free as possible to
survive this. Grow as much non-gmo food at home as possible. Maybe collect,
filter and rock-salt rain water for drinking if you’re rural’ish.

Think how hard our ancenstors fought to survive against the elements,
bacterias, flora, fauna, viruses, etc. The key is never giving in. None of us
would be here if our ancestors had even once given in. We’ve got to toughen
up and choose who we help to be our future.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Scott

Timely, informative, and exceptionally helpful content. Keep up the good fight,
Greg. God bless you!

Ephesians 6:11-12, KJV

Reply

09/29/2021  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Scott for your Blessings & support!

Reply

09/30/2021  •john beasley

Karen Kingston is brilliant, and beautiful inside and
out. I would like to thank her for sharing her

knowledge. But, I must say, suddenly I am concerned about
leaving the house. So many people are all vaxed!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Coal Burner

Large numbers started getting the
booster last w3ekend. Start avoiding

and masking everyone this week.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Statistical Engineer

God bless Karen Kingston

Reply

09/29/2021  •David

what’s the dosage for NAC?

Reply

09/30/2021  •AndrewB

David,
Click the link provided by Danna Wilson, above. The dosage is

provided in the product info.

Reply

09/30/2021  •AndrewB

Correction: Donna Wilson

Reply

09/29/2021  •G. Archer

Greg, great job. I am constantly looking for hope and information that resonates
with me and I like most of the stuff you cover. Before this clown show started I

used to watch the WNWU every week, hoping and waiting for the hammer of justice to come
crashing down. It’s so hard to understand how anyone could still be walking around wearing a
stupid mask on their face after everything that has transpired and the obvious media lies. I wish
there was something I could do to help fix this shit-show and make it come to an end, but until
God helps me figure out what that is all I can do is keep searching for truth and you are one of
my sources, thank you for what you do!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Paul ...

We need to begin kicking back … by Boycotting the products
and selling the stock of all the Corporations (that are effectively

working for the evil eugenicists and are essentially furthering their Satanic goal
for human extinction) … do the CEO’s of these Corporations actually believe
that helping the “commie” Government “kill off their customers with the “jab” is
in their longer term corporate interest????

Reply

09/29/2021  •rich`

There aren’t enough factory workers, there aren’t enough truck drivers, there
aren’t enough port workers, there aren’t enough employees to properly staff our

stores, and the shortage of doctors and nurses is becoming a major crisis in some areas.
During normal times, we were always told that the global economy was not producing nearly
enough jobs for everyone, but now for the very first time we are facing an enormous worldwide
labor shortage. It is almost as if millions upon millions of people suddenly disappeared from the
system. My FULLY vaccinated friends met for diner one had Moderna and three had Pfizer, two
days later they all tested positive for the variant . One of them went to a small indoor music jam
with about 150 people.
This is now personal proof that the vaccines do not work and the vaccinated are carriers of this
virus. Be careful out there where you go and who you meet.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Riven

Greg, please post links to the FDA documents she is referencing–particularly the
‘progeny’ one.

Thanks buddy, great work!

Reply

09/29/2021  •AJ

puzzled from all whats going on with mRNA vaccines. an institute in germany
had a press conference with their findings on vaccines. important minute 1:17:00

and 1:27:00. i wonder how serious this is, and if it is true?
https://odysee.com/@en:a5/PK_Tot-durch-Impfung_english:a

Reply

09/30/2021  •Donal

wow … interesting stuff … are these videos real? amazing.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Rodster

Tony Fauci makes Josef Mengele look like a real Angel. One thing that Martin
Armstrong has been harping is that he is running across stories about vaxxed

women who’s menstrual cycle has changed.

This morning I came across a story on ZH that says Biden wants to put into law that companies
with 100 employees or more who violate the vaccine mandate can be fined upwards of
$700,000 per violation and yes the $700,000 was not a typo.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Paul ...

R … Don’t listen to the government and you are out of business
… listen to the government and kill all your customers and you

are out of business … if you don’t listen the human race will survive … if you
listen the human race will not survive … the choice should be an easy one if
you have children and want to see them have children … as for your
corporation with more then 100 people working for you … why not split it up …
into “many separate corporations with less then 100 people working for each
corporate entity … or make all your employees into “independent contractors”!!!

Reply

09/30/2021  •JC

Paul…

Maybe you should market yourself as a business
consultant, specializing in how to navigate government Covid
nonsense rules, regulations and mandates.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Mike R

These mandates and now the fines, are going to BLOW UP in
Bidens face. Fauci is going to get blowback too. Just watch and

see what happens !

The number of lawsuits out there against these mandates, the vaxxes, would
blow everyone’s mind. The media is deathly silent on this. Does not mean its
not happening. It is. Lawsuits are flying big time, and lawyers smell blood and
are going to get rich off Bidens and Fauci’s hubris.

Reply

09/29/2021  •VINCE JOHNSON

What a wonderful interview this women is a national hero I myself have bought 4
containers of NAC some 240 pills after an aside and recommendation by Clif

High we have not taken any as yet but after this talk we will start today

Reply

09/29/2021  •Corey Volpicella

Great interview Greg!!! Take care and God Bless!!!

Reply

09/29/2021  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Corey for all your Blessings & support!

Reply

09/29/2021  •Self Exiled

So my unvaxed friend John visits person D for a day who has been vaxinated.
Then the next day or even a week latter John visits me. John then can now

infect me with the spike proteins he picked up from person D. Not only that but the man made
version of covid is also capable of infecting my wife and any children that maybe born because
she will become infected too. The perfect bioweapon. No wonder Karen got upset. We are not
comprehending the complete nature of this man made covid spike protein.

And if those days [of tribulation] had not been cut short, no human life would be saved; but for
the sake of the elect (God’s chosen ones) those days will be shortened. Matthew 24:22

Reply

09/30/2021  •Johnny Krept

And shortened means Armageddon Self!
Arm ah gettin outa here, exit stage right!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Self Exiled

LOL Me Too. Exit stage RIGHT.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Rick

Great interview Greg. Very informative. Since I’m high risk if I get COVID , and
my former doctor stopped prescribing, I bought Ivermectin from a farm supply

store. According to a friends doctor it’s the same as you get at drug stores. Hope that’s true.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Jr

I’ve taken 1/4 tea spoonful twice within a week and it helped me
– Alex Jones downed a 1/2 tea spoonful live on his show – no

problem – if horses can eat our carrots and apples we can take their dewormer
– ranchers have taken it for years

Reply

09/29/2021  •David

Thanks Greg,

Did you know that Scientists are Developing mRNA-vaccine Producing Plants
which’would produce the same results as the shots?’

https://thenewamerican.com/edible-vaccines-ca-scientists-developing-mrna-vaccine-producing-
plants/

Reply

09/29/2021  •Wendy

Ivermectin is a weight-based dose. AFLCCC and AFD I-MASK+
protocol and the other protocols have kilo to pound conversion

charts so you can calculate your own dose. For instance, for my weight I should
take 15 mg the first day and the subsequent scheduled days. Perhaps, I don’t
know, you could calculate how much of veterinary Ivermectin by mg listed on
the packaging you would use to reach your personal dosage? For example, if
the horse dose is 10 x stronger than the 3 mg human tablets, one horse tablet
would be 30 mg and my dose would then be half a horse tablet per dose rather
than the 5 humans’ tablets. Docs? Would that be correct? It would take a bit of
simple math.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Nancy McDaniel

One tube of 1.87% paste is 10 doses for a 130 lb
person.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Charles H.

Some tubes treat only 1250 pounds.
That would make 9.6 doses. (1250 div

130)
I’ve seen some tubes covering 1500 pounds – so 1500
divided by 130 = 11.5 doses.
This IS medicine. Be precise.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Charles H.

Wendy,

The idea of the horse-paste Ivermectin being 10
times stronger is pure boloney. It is fear mongering and a hard
attempt at dissuading people from using it. The only confusion is
because Ivermectin comes in varying doses – some 2 mg some
up to 6 mg per pill. If you look up the 1.87% Ivermectin paste on
Drugs.com (Veterinary section) THE DOSE FOR HORSES IS
EXACTLY THE SAME AS FOR HUMANS per kilogram or
pounds.

The Standard daily dose is: .2 mg per kilogram of weight
Pounds divided by 2.2 gives kilograms
140 pounds divided by 2.2 = 63.6 kg
.2 mg x 64 kg = 12.8 mg dose. (3 4 mg pills; or 2 6mg pills?)

Reply

09/30/2021  •Paul ...

David … Now who would have thought the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation would have thought of “jabbing” our

vegetables “to kill us” … now you know why they took the seeds out of all the
plants … so we can’t fight back and grow our own “unvaxxed” vegetables!!

Reply

09/29/2021  •William Simonton

Kingston’s information on vaccinated people can spread CV to their children is
extremely disturbing. Our daughter’s husband and our son were forced to get

the shot because of their work. Pray that God helps finding a treatment!

Reply

09/30/2021  •BARBARA

so sorry william but so far in usa no one assaults you with the
jab , it is a choice , trusting in GOD to find people another job

and provision is the way to go , the jab way is totally absurd .

Reply

10/01/2021  •William Simonton

As a military retiree and 71 years old I’m not faced
with such a choice. Choice when you are in 3 letter

agencies with family would mean losing retirement and having
extreme difficulty finding a job. My guess making a choice in US
is easy for you in your situation.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Jacob

Thanks for having Karen on again. The interview was very informative and very
sobering. I was glad to hear her final comments about how the various

Amendments will ultimately prevail. Her explanation of how a husband’s injected friend can
cause that husband’s pregnant wife’s unborn child death or deformity is the exemplification of
pure, absolute evil. Really, if humankind had to confront an utmost absolute evil, what could top
our current scenario, knowing that it’s probably going to get much, much worse before it gets
better?

Looking back now at the initial two weeks of this scam, and recalling the demeanor and
comments from the likes of Fauci, Gates, the W.H.O., and so on, and now realizing that they
knew full well that they had every intention of getting us to where are now is bone-chilling. I’m
pretty sure they have far worse events planned for us in the future, for who would dare claim
that they are close to the end of this evil madness? I anticipate a dramatic event, one that will
lead to a rounding up and elimination of the unvaxxed. What will that look like, if we get to that
point? These people are not kidding around. It’s bigger than any political party, it’s bigger than
any big pharma company; those entities are just variables in the evil plan I’m afraid.

As a Christian, a devout follower of Jesus Christ, I must mention the power of prayer,
repentance, the praising of God, and the insight gained from inspired readings of scripture. I
hope that as we take on this battle from so many fronts we all keep God, the Trinity, held up
high in front for all to see. We are indeed walking in the valley of the shadow of death now. Fear
no evil and know that it is God that will give each of us not only the strength to persevere, bit
also the ability to let his power flow through each of us so that we can directly participate in the
defeat of this pure evil that is all around now.

May God bless and protect and strengthen all who follow him in absolute faith. May God bless
and protect and strengthen you, Karen Kingston.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Matt

The jabbed spread the spike protein through synthetic manipulation of their DNA
and put the healthy at risk. Diabolically evil. Must have been the plan all along

especially considering the FDA documentation.

We are on our own when it comes to health, happiness, and we’ll being. Grow your
understanding of these important topics and stay healthy. That’s all we can do.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Shirley Thompson

I take NAC (N-Acetyl-Cystiene L) 600mg, 30mg Zinc, Vit D3 5000IU with Vit K2
MK7, Vit C 1000mg, Quercetin 500mg

This is the same supplements in Dr. Zelensky’s Z-P plus NAC. NAC decreases the power of
intracellular oxidative stress in sharp COVID-19 (Palacio et al., 2011). K2 with Vit D3 helps
protect you from inappropriate calcification that higher doses of D3 alone could cause. D3 and
Zinc are natural ionopheres just like HydroxyChloroquine in blocking virus getting into cells. I
take Ester-C it is an esterified form of vit C helps with bioavailability which allows you to take
lesser dosage and get same benefits of larger doses. I also take Chelated Zinc because it is
more bioavailable again smaller dose like 30mg is as beneficial as 50 without the potential toxic
effects. Quercetin is as effective as Hydroxy Chloroquine and coupled with Zinc also is a very
effective ionophere.

Google any of these supplements to learn how they help your body resist Covid. Also I buy my
NAC from Nutricost one of the top ten NAC formulators. They also are economical and
AVAILABLE product.
I should say I’m 72 remale retired. Had CoVid early 2020 but I believe this supplementation in
higher doses is why I was down for about a week and then back to normal activities. I continue
to take these doses as maintenance. I don’t wear a mask and have make NO changes is where
I go or how I live my life.

Reply

09/30/2021  •BARBARA

Perfect

Reply

09/30/2021  •DaniMurray

Exceptional report Shirley!

Reply

09/29/2021  •David

Thank you!

Reply

09/29/2021  •William Simonton

Thank you for telling us ways to treat this problem.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Ogami Itto

Hey Greg, where can we listen to the first interview, and what time and where
can we watch the second, on 9/29/21?

Reply

09/29/2021  •Greg Hunter

Interview #1: https://usawatchdog.com/cv19-vaccines-are-
poison-karen-kingston/

Interview #2: https://usawatchdog.com/unvaxed-at-risk-from-vaxed-in-
coming-dark-winter-karen-kingston/

Reply

09/30/2021  •Ogami Itto

Thank you sir, love your site!

Reply

09/29/2021  •John Wade

Now That’s an interview with some teeth……This needs to get out to Everyone
and Every creator of content who is a Patriot who has had enough of this crap

we’ve been told….What a great reveal with some good info. on how to take care of yourself and
others who need it…… Very Nice Video……

Reply

09/29/2021  •Greg Hunter

Thank you John.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Paul ...

So from what Karen is saying … Fauci and Gates really did a number on us …
looks like we are all going to die … but at least the moronic idiots “following

orders” will be dying along with the rest of us … hopefully before we all go … some “terrorist”
will fire a bazooka at the Georgia Guidestones … so that at least when future archeologists (of
some other species) are digging through the rubble of our failed civilization … they will know
that one individual tried to make a difference!!

Reply

09/29/2021  •Brooklyn

Paul…

The hour is late. And, had planned to post this in the morning.

But, here goes:

When your post concluded with, “they will know that one individual tried to
make a difference” and today I took the helm offering my thoughts – to make a
difference in my own way with this piece entitled, “Against The Wind”

https://canadafreepress.com/article/against-the-wind

I am very proud of the place of my birth, and enjoyed being “Brooklyn” to all of
you; but my name is Fredy Lowe, and I am a writer for Canada Free Press,
although, as many of you know, I live in the states. I am not asking you, I am
pleading with you! Listen to the learned word of brave warriors for the truth like
Karen Kingston and of course our Leader, Greg Hunter. Please search out and
join a grassroots group where we must come together to tell them WE WILL
NOT COMPLY.

“ We can stop this. We just have to come together, a few at first, flowed by a
groundswell of thousands saying, “STOP Your Killer-Jab!” And, at that very
moment, what happens to their power? It will have been blown away by the
mighty winds of freedom fighters.”

Onward & Upward,

Brooklyn

Reply

09/30/2021  •Nancy McDaniel

Get involved with CONVENTION OF STATES
ARTICLE V the only constitutionally legal avenue

to stop the lawlessness. Using the Constitution to save the
Constitution!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Paul ...

B … Yes Fredy Lowe … we must all trim our sails
… and move our Precious Ship of State “against

the Eugenicists winds” … while we swear upon the altar of God
the Father … Eternal Hostility … against Every Form of Commie
Tyranny … over the Mind of Man!!

Reply

09/29/2021  •Marcus West

I hope this will not be deleted I just ordered this from the website Karen Kingston
talked about

https://nootropicsdepot.com/n-acetyl-l-cysteine-500mg-capsules/
Just doing my part as an unvaxxed person to help others to survive

Reply

09/30/2021  •TIM MCGRAW

Thanks Marcus West for the link. I’d tried the noortronics link
Greg put up, but couldn’t find the NAC.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Chuck Reply
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09/29/2021  •Chuck

Is she talking about N-Acetyl-L-Cysteine or N-Acetyl Cysteine. Are they the
same?

Reply

09/30/2021  •Marcus West

I just linked the website where she buys this I just bought some

Reply

10/01/2021  •MCasey

CHUCK….I understand your confusion. Because she
emphasizes the “L”, I would say she is referring to N-Acetyl-L-

Cysteine.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Richard Groseclose

I have a hearing loss and cannot understand her. The microphone seems to
transfer some sound much enhanced and sounds to me like a speaker breaking

down when she increases her volume for a second or two or emphases a word. I experience
this in about 1/3 of the interviews I attempt to listen to. No one checks their audio for quality. I
had to leave the interview. I am hugely disappointed. I assemble and disseminate information
for both the unvaxed who want non-bio weapon protection and vaxed who now have remorse
over accepting the jab, and want to undo the harm. Amazon has stopped selling NAC the
precursor for Glutathione. However, Glutathione is broken down in the stomach and looses
effectiveness. Stopping the sale of NAC removes this NAC/Glutathione remedy from the public.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Paul ...

RG … Our human body produces its own glutathione … but …
there are dietary sources we can use to add more … spinach,

avocados, asparagus and okra are some of the richest sources!!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Dr Eduardo Nunez

There are other glutathione precursors out there:Silymarin ( Milk
Thistle, Alpha-Lipoic acid, Dandelion root extract and natural

black licorice all do so in varying degrees, in addition to NAC.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Steve Bice

Hi Richard…

You can still get NAC from Swanson Vitamins, although the
price has gone up a bit. The bottle I bought three months ago was $7.99. That
same bottle today will cost you $10.99. But at least you can get it…

Reply

09/29/2021  •blumhagen

If you need guards to take a shift in front of your house, I am in North County
San Diego and would be happy to help if I can.

Absolutely compelling information.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Stan

Paul: You were right when you said silver would explode in price. It exploded
down today. See you at $12.00 by end of year.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Paul ...

Do you understand how very weak the dollar is Stan? … the
people taking these weak paper dollar IOU’s for their real money

deserve what they get … less of them!! … do you remember the Titanic Stan …
it also nosed up right before it sunk to the ocean bottom … time to change your
attire Stan and get yourself into a life boat (before the ship goes to the bottom)!!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Paul ...

Stan … The charts I’m looking at shows gold and silver rising as
the dollar falls …

https://www.kitco.com/charts/popup/au24hr3day.html
https://www.kitco.com/charts/livesilver.html

Reply

09/29/2021  •Nancy Kelly

My husband refuses to be jabbed. So his work place charged him $1000. His
work place is a large, reputable company in Florida. Maybe they were monetarily

incentivized to do that or maybe they are hardened Democrats.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Mark F

Another excellent interview Greg, keep up the great work! Your community really
appreciates all your hard work and dedication. God bless you and your family

Reply

09/29/2021  •Jim Miller

When I was working in Ghana, West Africa, – way back in the late 1960’s – “river
blindness” was endemic in the equatorial rainforests of West Africa.

River Blindness was so easily contacted by just setting foot in a stream, a pond, a lake or a
river that the U.S. Peace Corps forbid its volunteers from swimming in, or crossing any body of
fresh water.
Indeed, when we finished our 2 years working for the U.S. Peace Corps, the U.S. Peace Corp
doctors presented each of us volunteers with a certificate stating clearly a list of 19 high
infectious disease to which we were exposed while serving for two years. Today, I still present
that Certified Medical statement from the Peace Corps any primary care doctor who might be
treating me. Th U.S. Peace Corps warned that most American doctors would not be familiar
with any of those tropical disease – and might easily mis-diagnose an illness, and/or lose
precious time trying to figure out what is the diagnosis of the strange symptoms.

In the 1960’s, there was no Ivermectin available for humans.
In the early 1970’s, Ivermectin was released by Merck as a broad spectrum, anti parasitic drug
for farm animals. In a few years from date of its release, Ivermectin became the most popular
medicine for treating animal diseases.
This astounding success story, prompted Merck to began research on creating a dosage of
Ivermectin that might work safely among humans.

In the late 1970’s, Merck first released a form of Ivermectin that its clinical studies optimistically
claimed might cure a wide spectrum of human infectious diseases. Diseases endemic to the
tropical and equatorial regions worldwide. Indeed, it quickly became a worldwide success.
As you know the WHO lists Ivermectin as an “Essential Medication.”
In 2015, the “Nobel Committee for Physiology or Medicine prize was awarded to Ivermectin …
as multifaceted drug deployed against some of the world’s most devastating tropical diseases.”
Pub Med, National Institute of Health, https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34466270/

Today, the scourge of river blindness in Ghana has been virtually eliminated.
This miraculous, broad-spectrum, anti-parasitic drug has caused river blindness in Ghana to be
a faint memory of the past.

That is just one of its miraculous benefits. This drug has been used successfully for over 40
years. By millions of people living in the tropical and equatorial regions of the world.
Fortunately, Ivermectin has been off patent protection for many years. So it is sold at dirt cheap
cost in most of these any countries,
Today you can purchase Ivermectin in Ghana over the counter at many shops and stores.

Please do not purchase Ivermectin from a local feed supply or Tractor Supply store. Drugs
made for animals are made at dosages and manufactured in ways that are not fit for human
consumption. Ivermectin is produced for horses at a dosage approximately 10 times the safe
dosage for humans. That can be highly toxic.
Consider this, how often do you buy food specifically manufactured for horses, or dogs, or pigs
and serve it at your dinner table? So why would you consider buying a powerful drug from a
farm feed supply store?

Listen to Karen’s advice. Get a legal and safe prescription from sources such as Frontline
Doctors Alliance – available online. There are many store such as Harris Teeeter, Wal Greens,
CVS that will sell this drug to you in a form designed to be safe for human consumption.
Also, listen to Karen and follow the directions given by online doctors, such as the Frontline
Doctor’s Alliance, or by Dr Zelenko on his website, as to when and how to safely consume this
drug.
Don’t become a “human guinea pig” and risk consuming the form specifically designed for pigs,
horses, dogs just because it works so well these farm animals.

Thank you Greg Hunter for your persistent and passionate pursuit for truth. You were born to do
what you are doing so courageously.

Reply

09/30/2021  •TIM MCGRAW

Thanks Jim for your instructive comment. I bought my
Ivermectin from India.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Brad Call

Good strategy, Tim. I have ordered other meds
from India three times with good success.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Brad Call

Ivermectin 1.87% horse paste has the same recommended
dose as for humans. The marked plunger in the applicator

allows you to dispense for yourself the corresponding 0.2 mg per Kg of your
own body weight as you would for the body wt. of the horse. Set the gauge ring
that is attached to the plunger stem at the proper marking for your own weight
and plunge away. It has been proven safe at 0.2-0.4mg per Kg. The Ivermectin
in the vet version is the same as the overpriced and largely unavailable Rx
version. The frontline doctors avenue is grossly overpriced from the doctor
telephone “consultation” to the outrageously priced HCQ or Ivermectin. The
other ingredients in the veterinarian version are: corn oil, artificial apple flavor,
polysorbate 80, an anticaking agent and another common three or four lettered
food additive that escapes my memory. We had a friend who was on the verge
of death and it quickly turned her right around. Get it where you can for now as
I feel confident that these evil bastards will choke off the supply. Then you will
be left with making your own chlorine dioxide. Yeah, I know, if you use it your
ass may fall off. Mine didn’t.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Jim Miller

Thanks Brad for the survival tip. This advice is
valuable, especially so, if used when you can not

get the prescription. I also fear that the ban on this prescription
will soon come.
There are many other sources online for an inexpensive but
online prescription. If time allows I may research some of these
numerous alternative but fully legal sources for obtaining a lawful
prescription. If you use the cost free GOODX durg coupon
website, they offer 70% to 80% discounts at Harris Teeter,
Walgreen, CVS. These major drug stores will still fill these lawful
prescriptions. Generally at a cost of $30 to $40 dollars.

Reply

09/30/2021  •JULI BARBATO

I got my tube (<$17) at a feed store in Taos, NM,
just before I left in Sept. to move to Florida.

Thanks for the instructions. May not a one of us ever have to use
them! God bless and protect us all.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Steve Bice

Just FYI Jim:

Neither CVS nor Walgreens will fill a prescription for Ivermectin.
(I will boycott CVS forever for doing this…) But as you suggested, you can go
through AFLDS and they will send the prescription to an online pharmacy that
will fill it. In my case, they have used a pharmacy out of Durham, NC named
Parkwest. It’s a little cumbersome, but it works, and you can get 3mg
Ivermectin pills formulated for human consumption.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Steve Bice

P.S. Re: Ivermectin

Be forewarned. The online pharmacies are not cheap…on the
order of $6 per pill. So, a script for 60 pills will be $360. We paid it; it beats
getting really sick and ending up in the hospital or worse. HCQ is considerably
cheaper ($20 for 50 pills if I recall correctly).

Reply

10/01/2021  •Charles H.

When you consider that I can get 6 doses from a
horse-paste – that cost $6.99 on sale: that’s 6 x 18

mg, or about 108 mg the syringe, for say eight bucks top; and you
throw in the plastic syringe and box – and still at a profit?!? That
amounts to 13.5 mg per dollar, out the door: and you pay HOW
MUCH per pill? ($6.00, for 6mg pills each? Or 3mg?)

Sixty (3 mg pills) for $360.00 = 180 mg; compared with 2, 108mg
x 8 bucks or 216 mg for $16 bucks. That is twenty-two and one-
half times as much. No wonder Bill Gates said that
pharmaceuticals was his best investment. What a racket.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Victor

Greg,
FYI. There are many people out there who are on thyroid medications, e.g.,

Levothyroxine, Synthroid. They should be careful when using Quercetin as a Covid prophylaxis
as it can interact with thyroid meds causing them to be less effective.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Jim Miller

Thanks Brad for the survival tip. This advice is valuable,
especially if used when you can not get the prescription. I also

fear that the ban on this prescription will soon come.
There are other sources online for an inexpensive but online prescription. If
time allows I may research some of these numerous alternative but fully legal
sources for obtaining a lawful prescription. If you use the cost free GOODX
website, they offer 70% to 80% discounts at Harris Teeter, Walgreen, CVS.
These major drug stores will fill these lawful prescriptions. Generally at a cost
of $30 to $40 dollars.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Jim Miller

Sorry Rob. I intended to post to the above
Comment from Tim. I inadvertently hit the wrong

“reply” button.

Reply

10/01/2021  •Steve Bice

Yep. 3mg pills. I hear it costs $1.50 in India…for an entire
treatment course. They are blocking all the exits and screaming

“fire”.

Reply

09/29/2021  •ROD M. BRUMLEY, SR.

Personally I think it is a personal choice to get the shot or not get the shot…….
I’m not going to stop living my life and I’m Not wearing a mask!!!

Mr. Greg Hunter is our Ultimate Patriot 
Thanks for all you do

Reply

09/29/2021  •Anthony Stacey

This is a screaming Karen I want to listen too!!
Thanks for the clear documented information Karen and USW for publishing.

Be sure to publish her web site and how we can support finance the communication.

Reply

09/29/2021  •WD

What you need is a great big Personal Injury Law Firm to get a hold of this and
take it home!!!!!

Reply

09/29/2021  •MICHAEL A STELZER

Would you please type the names of the supplements she recommended Greg?
I am looking for them but not sure which ones to buy, there re so many with

different names on their labels. Do YOU know of any doctors online where we can get a
prescription for the other treatments we could take like ivermectin and others? I cannot find any,
and local doctors will not give it. Thank you for the good things you bring; especially a lady who
follows the Savior of the World and does likewise! True followers of Christ are what the world
needs most!

Reply

09/30/2021  •AndrewB

Hi Michael,
You can get a prescription for Ivermectin from America’s

Frontline Doctors.
https://www.aflds.com

Reply

09/30/2021  •Brooklyn

AndrewB,

YES! And we did…!

Reply

09/29/2021  •Boz From Oz

Thanks Greg,
Will be interesting what Clif High has to say over recent events, any plans to

have him on soon at all?
I think Melbourne is ready to explode, something Clif alluded to in his last interview.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Computer Guy

Absolutely love you Greg! From the bottom of my heart, may God bless you and
your family.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Greg Hunter

Thanks Guy!
Greg

Reply

09/29/2021  •Wendy

NAC is short of N-Acetyl Cysteine – not what she was calling it.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Poochiman

I greatly respect Karen. Thank you for inviting her. As a side note, I got a terrible
skin problem the same week a person close to me got vaccinated. I used their

bath towel and a rash spread all over my body with intense itching– the skin was coming off
easily. Nothing worked. It only got better after I began taking daily 10.000 UI dosage of vitamin
D, zinc, and vitamin C. It is currently in remission but scarring is left behind.

Reply

09/29/2021  •barsoom43

This whole C19 development sounds more and more like the basic theme of the
movie 12 Monkeys.. They turned it loose and now they don’t know how to stop it

until it pretty much wipes out humanity..
I don’t think God is going to allow that to happen but I do believe He’s going to take America to
the woodshed and we won’t like it.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Self Exiled

If HE doesn’t take US or us to the wood shed HE will have to
apologize to a lot of other countries HE as dealt with. Germany

comes to mind. They too were focusing on the extermination of the children of
God.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Billie

NAC enhances T cell function and growth. Wormwood is another.

Reply

09/29/2021  •Jesse

My cardiologist said I should get the vaccine because of the damage and death
covid could cause my heart and lungs. Now, I read this article that condemns me

to death if I take the vaccine. I am so tired of being scared to take it and scared not to take it.
I’m just making a decision and trusting God with my life, because I can’t do this fear and trauma
any longer.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Jesse,
Your doctor is an idiot.

Greg

Reply

09/30/2021  •Guy Azbell

Hi Greg really rare very informative info and I
deeply appreciate it, my heart docter of 28 yrs old

is trying very hard to have me take the shot I told her I had a
really bad reaction to vaccine 10 yrs ago where it harmed my liver
kidney heart and had mgus but she kept trying like she was on a
mission,yes alot of doctors are incredibly stupid or just paid off, I
am in dialysis in need of kidney liver and the endless pressure to
get shot is scary, I will die either way I guess but my soul is ok
with our Father and His Son thankfully, thanks Greg see you in
paridise.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Jr

It’s NOT a vaccine. If you have a doctor that is ignorant of this
fact then find a Dr THAT IS AWARE OF IT! Then the new Dr can

tell you not to take it and you wont be scared anymore.

Reply

09/30/2021  •MCasey

Jesse….Once you’ve taken the shot, it can not be undone; your
options are gone. Neither will doctors admit any repercussions

you may have are from the shot. Your chances of surviving Covid are better
than surviving 2 – 5 years after the shot. And then they will say you need
another jab…and another….etc. They have proven to be untrustworthy about
the masks; “getting back to normal”; just 2 weeks of lockdown to “curve the
rush”, prizes for taking the jab; first the kids don’t get it but now they are great
risk (marketing ploy); the rigged PCR tests; CENSORSHIP, don’t congregate
and muzzle yourself so you can’t exchange ideas; etc, etc, etc, etc, You know
this is not normal…they are lying and we are frogs in the pot with the heat
increasing. There is so many contradictions with everything how can they be
trusted? I don’t know the end game, but it will not be good for us. And, this time
they will see it through to the end.
Remember this? Covid-19 Finance: How the World Bank’s Pandemic Bonds
Became Controversial – Bloomberg
In 2017, the World Bank created and sold a financial document called
“Pandemic Bonds” and marketed it as insurance to pay out to ‘needy’ counties
in the event of a declared global pandemic.
If a global pandemic was declared, the bonds defaulted, the investors lost their
money and the World Bank kept the money (to be ‘distributed’ to needy
countries…yeah sure).
But if no pandemic was declared, prior to the bond maturity date of July 15,
2020, the World Bank would have to return all monies (premiums… at a
whopping 6.9% to 11.5%/dividends/principle) to the investors (some “investors”
(donations) were the countries of Germany, Japan and Australia).
Surprise! Lucky for the World Bank, the ever faithful WHO declared a global
pandemic on March 11, 2020….just 4 months before the bonds would mature
and the World Bank would have to cash out the bonds and lose all the money
to the investors ($500 million plus).
Unfortunately for us and the global population, the criteria to default the bonds
was extremely stiff in terms of the number of deaths that had to occur, number
of cases, speed of global spread, distance of global spread, etc. However, the
“timely” release of the COVID virus; the inflated death count and the number of
false positive COVID tests; and the global hysteria all ensured this high criteria
was met. The World Bank kept the money and didn’t have to pay out on the
bonds.
According to the World Bank, the outbreak would need to last at least 12
weeks, and have more than 2,500 deaths for the riskier of the two bonds, and
250 deaths for the other. There must also be more than 20 deaths in a second
country.
The World Bank turned our lives into a casino game, placing bets on our lives
and on how many people would die, while rigging the game in their favor. Yes,
the world ‘leaders’ are that evil. But this was just a side game for them in this
current evil plot.

World Bank Launches First-Ever Pandemic Bonds to Support $500 Million
Pandemic Emergency Financing Facility Timeline of WHO’s response to
COVID-19
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2020-12-09/covid-19-finance-how-
the-world-bank-s-pandemic-bonds-became-controversial

Take Vitamin C; D3; Zinc; NAC….contact Frontline Doctors for HCQ and
ivermectin….AND CONTINUE TO TRUST GOD….

Reply

09/30/2021  •James C Rattenborg

Looks like after posting Karen’s last video on Facebook Facebook will no longer
allow me to post your videos………

Reply

09/30/2021  •James C Rattenborg

After posting Karen’s last video on Facebook now Facebook will no longer allow
me to post your videos.

Reply

09/30/2021  •James C Rattenborg

Thank you Karen for caring.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Justn Observer

Greg, Interesting take on the agenda…
https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/gene-editing-moderna-and-transhumanism/

Reply

09/30/2021  •WarProfit

The globalist, China, big pharma, found a way to destroy the United States,
before the Chinese invasion. If 50-60% have been vaxed , they have destroyed

us. That was the goal.
Lord help us.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Stan Sylvester

China was the scapegoat. I believe the U.S. athletes brought the
bioweapon over from Ft. Detrick in MD. The military Olympic

games were held in, wait for it, Wuhan, in 10/19. 2 weeks after the games
ended, the first case was reported. China was probably complicit as it had
people lying in streets etc. Once the world watched China lock down cities, it
was easy for other countries to follow suit. Like 9/11, the U.S. is always the
victim and must keep its clean image. China will be rewarded for being the
scapegoat as they are allowed to take over the U.S.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Neil Currie

God bless you Karen and God bless you Greg, both for trying to save your fellow
man and trying to expose vicious evil. May God protect you Karen

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Neil.

Reply

09/30/2021  •VIRGINIA

Greg, you never cease to amaze me! There is a website by Dr. Lee Merritt and
she has a second site, the Medical Rebal. She is an x military spinal surgeon

who has a star-studded career, now retired, and is an active speaker on Covid. I sincerely ask
you to seek her as a possible guest. She is credible beyond compare.
My vitamin-mineral regime is > Quercetin 500mg., zinc 50mg.( I take with copper as zinc may
delete it ), Selenium, Vit C 500 mg. more than that at one time passes in urin>Vitanum K2 &
MK7 ( helps Metabolize ) NAC the new kid on the block, Vitamin D3 with K. A broad-spectrum B
and sublingual B12, in older folks B12 metabolizes better), Magnesium, C 60 to rid the body of
heavy metals & more, Fulvic Minerals.
It’s crazy we need to take additives to replace what the government is depleting in our soil with
GMO farming and no crop rotation.

Reply

09/30/2021  •JC

MARTIN ARMSTRONG: Nothing is real. Even on Broadway, they brag about
fake COVID tests.

Nearly 15,000 Deaths, More Than 700,000 Injuries Reported to VAERS Since the December
2020 Rollout of COVID Vaccines in US. Some are starting to figure out that more people being
injured by the vaccines than die of COVID. Government NEVER coerces people and threatens
them like this if they were not getting something out of it.

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/politics/this-is-getting-really-insane/

Reply

09/30/2021  •MC

“Reality is an illusion that occurs due to the lack of alcohol.” – W.
C. Fields

Now realize the tyrants in Australia restricted men’s access to liquor. Then two
weeks later the tyrants had their police begin shooting into crowds.

With this in mind, it becomes possible to realize W. C. Fields as saying
something more profound than it would appear. He could be seen to be using
hyperbole to suggest that the reality that comes to us mediated by TPTB is
false, but escaping it, at times by expedient means, leads to reality. . . . We live
in extraordinary times indeed.

A good book for understanding contemporary happenings is ‘The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions’ (Kuhn, 1962). Wikipedia has a brief summary of it, but
the book is easy to read. A lot of what Clif High has said about the Woo vs. the
normie-reality, is made explicit by having read Kuhn. The word/concept of
“paradigm” emerged into popular discourse largely due to Kuhn’s book.

ps. the WC Field’s quote above is also fascinating to ponder in conjunction with
the events at Cana (John 2:1-11). The miracles/sacraments of Jesus Christ are
given to us as physical signs of the ulterior reality.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Paul ...

MC … If reality “is an illusion” that occurs when
drunk … then this unreality we are now living in “is

not an illusion” if we are sober enough to see it!!

Reply

09/30/2021  •a. bonaminio, m.d.

my understanding is quercetin is a zinc ”ionophore,” according to dr. zelenko. so
taken with zinc, it allows the zinc to enter the virus infected cell and inhibit viral

replication by inhibiting the enzyme rna polymerase. vax damage is from the spike protein
which is expressed on the inner capillary walls lining, the endothelial layer of cells. i am
unaware of a medicine to inhibit this microclotting. perhaps a daily aspirin or other anti-clotting
drug may help but i doubt there are any studies on this. as clif high stated we will see a massive
die off which he says [today] has already started and is now increasing, to peak in january and
taper off through spring, then the cycle will begin again next late summer. we also have to deal
with all the other aspects of the vax, the many diseases that constitute the adverse events,
such as myocarditis, and so many more. every agency, department of government, at every
level, and almost all the politicians, and the fake news media, are in on this mass murder.

Reply

09/30/2021  •RayC

Thanks Greg……..That was great interview. It was the most “Sobering” Interview
you have had on USAWatchDog.com………The Lies, Fraud, Mandates and

Manipulation need to stop now. I pray that we can make it through, “what is coming a head of
us as a nation.”

Reply

09/30/2021  •paul michael carlander

Jim Cramer, Scott Gottlieb, and Jay Powell are three of the most dangerous men
in America.

Reply

09/30/2021  •jack mathers

If she Karen Kingston, don’t want her kid get the Jab MOVE

Reply

09/30/2021  •Steven Farnsworth

Greg. The wife is in the hospital with covid. Both her and I are not vaxed. Two of
her friends came up from California for a weekend visit at another friends home

here. Her and her husband are not vaxed. The two friends driving up. One is “fully vaxed” the
other just received her first shot. After the weekend my wife became real sick. The unvaxed
couple became sick. They had to go to the hospital also. The “fully vaxed friend has covid now.
The just vaxed friend has covid now and it turned into pneumonia. I became sick with covid also
from my wife (I have a immune compromised system. ITP). I was lucky to get my hands on
some Ivermectin and kicked it. Still have a little cough and get tired if I do to much. My wife was
very healthy. This virus stops you from getting oxygen to the blood and wipes you out bad. Yes,
it is in the shot. We are proof of it. Thanks for all you do Greg!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Steven for all your support & for sharing your
story. We’re glad you’re better.

Reply

09/30/2021  •JC

YouTube is banning prominent anti-vaccine activists and blocking all anti-vaccine
content!

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/youtube-is-banning-prominent-anti-vaccine-activists-and-
blocking-all-anti-vaccine-content/ar-AAOXmdF

Reply

09/30/2021  •JC

G.A. STEWART: POSTSCRIPT September 27, 2021
THE BEST AND MOST INFORMATIVE ARTICLE ON COVID-

19 WRITTEN

https://theageofdesolation.com/nostradamus/2021/09/20/the-pestilent-wave-
part-iii/

Reply

09/30/2021  •GORDON RICHARDS

Great show Greg! My 21 year old daughter just told me she is 7 weeks pregnant.
Where can I go to find out whats best to take as a preventative for her

protection. She was taken Quercetin,Vitamin-C,D3,and Zinc daily along with one dose of
Ivermectin every 14 days. We have stopped Quercetin and Ivermectin since pregnancy result.
She works around vaxxed people. NAC sounds good but what else should we be doing? Very
concerned father!

Reply

09/30/2021  •JC

The inmates have taken over the asylum!

Global cases of COVID-19 top 233.2 million and CDC urges
pregnant or trying to get pregnant to get shots…

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/coronavirus-tally-global-cases-of-covid-19-
top-2332-million-and-cdc-urges-pregnant-or-trying-to-get-pregnant-to-get-
shots-2021-09-30?mod=mw_latestnews

Reply

09/30/2021  •Karen Luce

God Bless Karen Kingston! She’s an American patriot and hero! Thank you,
Greg for your tireless efforts to keep us informed. You’ve saved not only my life,

but, my family’s from taking the jab.
God Bless you!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Thank you Karen for your kind words of support &
Blessings. I need them.

Reply

09/30/2021  •R. PATRICK

This lady is going to need a body guard…..Im a hour drive from her and i
volunteer,

32 years experience, because she is a nobel peace prize lady, unlike the dirt bags promoting
this evil poison!

Mr. Hunter Well Done Sir,

Reply
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Mr. Hunter Well Done Sir,

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

I agree “R”! Thanks!
Greg

Reply

09/30/2021  •Courtney Kite

Was not able to catch name of company she recommended for NAC-l-CYSTEIN.
I heard Nuero tropics, but it does not show up in a search. Can anyone help

please.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Courtney,
https://nootropicsdepot.com/?

msclkid=9117a418610a1b441ce3c54d33329836
Greg

Reply

09/30/2021  •TIM MCGRAW

Greg, I clicked on your link and looked around.
What a mess that website is! Where’s the NAC?

Sloppy linking imo.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Tim,
Found 11 choices:

https://nootropicsdepot.com/search.php?
search_query=NAC
Greg

Reply

09/30/2021  •

TIM MCGRAW

Thanks
Greg. That works.

Reply

09/30/2021  •iwitness02

“What a long strange trip it’s been”
The Grateful Dead 1977

Oddly, it’s even stranger now.

Reply

09/30/2021  •TIM MCGRAW

Hi Greg, Thanks for having Karen Kingston on your show again. I will watch the
whole interview this evening, but at the 4:00 mark or so Karen Kingston

mentions the “Pfizer Safety Board.” This is where I started laughing. Does Pfizer really have a
“Safety Board” except in name only? I know Pfizer has one helluva marketing team, lobbying
team (bribery team). But a “Safety Board.” LOL! I don’t think so.
Moderna stock is up 500% this year. Pfizer stock is up as well. These guys are “drug dealers”
as Gerald Celente says.
My Dad’s company competed with Pfizer in the 1980’s. Pfizer was crooked then, and it is
crooked now.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Thanks Tim. Good to know.
Greg

Reply

09/30/2021  •Top Cat

NAC is a great recommendation but fda is now trying to take it off market…
working against the common good!

Reply

09/30/2021  •LINDA PUETZ

where do I start? I think I am seeing vaxidents on the highway regularly. The
cars are facing the wrong way of the traffic. I am witnessing people falling on the

ground, a vet at the VFW, I called *11. Then a woman drove up to the ER in a catatonic stae
shaking violently, I asked her passenger if she had the jab, He relied, “Yes!” last but not least a
UNCONN student dropped on the floor at the pharmacy moments after the jab.
What do I do with the bravo sierra that I have collected announcing the free jab?
I know who has been jabbed in my family. I have been telling them from the very onset of the
jab that it was evil. My grandchildren are exposed and have chronic respiratory ailments. My
kids that I trusted to be the smartest will not talk to me because I called them on the issues of
health since the son in law was jabbed.
NY judge yesterday said everyone has to get jabbed. Fed employees, state employees,
teachers, students police, fire fighters…this will be an interesting week in NYC.
everything that CA and NY does CT is the copy cat.
If you google Governor Lamont family you will read the history of communism in his family tree.
Connecticut license plates used to say the Constitution State. It is now a communist state.
#UNMASKOURKIDSCT
Peace and love to you and yours.
Linda

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Hang in there Linda. You have facts and truth on your side.
Your family will be forced to face this in the not-so-distant

future. Yes, that too is a fact. You have to not fall into the “I told you so”
camp. Do not do that. I am telling and training myself to do the same thing.
I have a similar story that you have. Hang in there and be ready to help
them if you can.
Greg

Reply

09/30/2021  •Charles H.

Linda,

I stayed at a church while going through my deceased brother’s
house before it was sold, to liquidate Probate. The pastor of said church told
me that there had been nearly thirty families that built the church – but only
about seven remained because the state had become so oppressive. Most had
moved away to different states because taxes and Liberal oppression had
become so bad. Yea, it was Connecticutt.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Maria+das+Santos

Thanks Mr Hunter and Ms Kingston.
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/damn-you-hell-you-will-not-destroy-

america-here-spartacus-covid-letter-thats-gone-viral

Interesting analysis.

Reply

09/30/2021  •TIM MCGRAW

I can only speak for myself and my wife. I am 69 years old and my wife is 67. I
have NEVER been to the hospital until this Fall. My wife has also been in

excellent health most of her life. Last spring we had to stay at a local hotel for 11 days while our
old house was being rewired. We were around vaccinated people at the hotel.
My wife became ill with an autoimmune disorder that plagues her to this day. I had a terrible 6
week case of shingles and then cellulitis (flesh eating bacteria) in my left leg that I am having
treated to this day.
These vaccines are evil. The lab virus is evil. We live in evil times.

Reply

09/30/2021  •AndrewB

Hi Greg and thank you for bringing on Karen Kingston, again. What a
knowledgeable and brave lady. Wish there were more like her! One of my

daughters has recently sent a detailed letter to her son’s school board protesting their intent to
carry out Covid jabs at the school, ages 12 and above. She has referenced VAERS data
(quoting with specific cases involving children), the Nuremberg Code, and reminded them of
their obligation to carry out a formal Risk Assessment. The reply she received did not address
any of the issues she raised. It shifted all responsibility to a ‘higher authority’ who had issued
the school a directive. Basically, the school board is, to a man and woman, “just following
orders”! If it injures, disables, or even kills children under their care, it’s OK as long as they get
to keep their jobs. I agree with KK, this seems like something out of a Stephen King novel, but
it’s really happening.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Bill

This all sounds like forced de-population…. But that would be considered
“conspiracy theory”.

Reply

09/30/2021  •TIM MCGRAW

Karen Kingston talks about how pharmaceutical companies get their patent
protection extended by coming out with a new version of an old product. But she

says it is an evil enterprise to so as it is all about “market share and profit motive.”
My Dad was COO of a pharmaceutical firm in the Midwest in the 1980’s. It too his company
years to get their drug developed and then approved by the FDA. The patent only lasts 6 years.
That’s a lot of capital expended for a six year window of profits and return on capital.
My Dad’s company came out with a newer version of the drug that was slow release. A superior
version to the original to keep the patent going and the returns on capital coming in to the
shareholders and employees.
Generic companies only put up capital for production, not product development.
Why do drug patents end after six years, but Saul Zaentz and company still own the rights to
“Lord of the Rings”?
Riddle me that.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Clyde

Still don’t understand what tyPe of NAC to use? Nalc?

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Clyde
https://nootropicsdepot.com/?

msclkid=2882f022db2b14cf9d6f91775bf36509
Greg

Reply

09/30/2021  •Robert

If this truly is going to be a dark winter and the vaxxed are infecting the
unvaxxed, my concern beyond staying healthy is what happens if so many

people become sick that it affects the number of employees needed to keep our electricity
running and natural gas flowing and water delivered to our pipes and gasoline to our gas
stations and workers to pick up our garbage? Not to mention staffing needs at the grocery
stores. Just saying. And then the media will blame the unvaxxed. Sure glad Im retired but wish I
was more rural away from the masses.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Jim Longwell

WOW! When all else fails, consult the manual!
Is there good news in this day and age and what is, the good news from God?

Karen Kingston says, “I think there is a way to avoid this to get the truth out there and to start
treating people,[wisely]*. Otherwise, yes, let’s heed the words of [Dr., Fraudulent? Mengele]*
Fauci, this time and this time only, which is that we are in for a dark winter.”
Will people ever be enjoying life on earth, ever again doctor?
God certainly wants people to enjoy life on earth. He created the earth and everything on it
because he loves mankind. Soon he will act to provide a better future for people in every land.
He will relieve mankind of the causes of suffering.—Read Jeremiah 29:11.
No government has ever succeeded in eliminating violence, disease, or death. But there is
good news doc. Shortly, God will replace all human governments with his own government. Its
subjects will enjoy peace and good health.—Read Isaiah 25:8; 33:24; Daniel 2:44.
Why this good news is so urgent!
Suffering will end only when God clears the earth of bad people. (Zephaniah 2:3) When will that
happen? God’s Word foretold the conditions that now threaten mankind. Current events indicate
that God’s time to act is close.—Read 2 Timothy 3:1-5.
What can we do folks?
We should learn about God from his Word, the Bible. It is like a letter to us from a loving father.
It tells us how to enjoy a better way of life now and how to enjoy everlasting life on into the
future. Real life, not transfigured robotic so called humanism, ad nauseum! True, some may not
like that you are learning to understand the Bible. But the opportunity of a better real future, is
too good to miss!—Read Proverbs 29:25; Revelation 14:6, 7.
Jeremiah 29:11 Amplified Bible, Classic Edition
11 For I know the thoughts and plans that I have for you, says the Lord, thoughts and plans for
welfare and peace and not for evil, to give you hope in your final outcome.
*Brackets mine, not Karen Kingston’s.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Cassie

Thank you, Jim, for your words. Truer words were never spoken.
Because God can only speak truth. Bless you, Brother!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Marie+Joy

TJ45 on Rumble has Del Bigtree interviewing Catherine Austin Fitts. Excellent.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Marie+Joy

“This is a coup.” Catherine Austin Fitts

Reply

09/30/2021  •Marie+Joy

“Get your money out of the big banks”. CAF

Reply

09/30/2021  •Marie+Joy

I am unable to post more than 2 sentences at a time, here.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Marie,
Unplug your modem to reset it and plug it back in. This will

remove codes in it that are stopping you. Try a different browser too.
Greg

Reply

09/30/2021  •James Foster

Greg, I thought you said we couldn’t get Comurnity? Also, I wonder if it matters if
they break all the laws, we don’t have a DOJ that will enforce them. Especially

against big pharma.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Buford T. Justice

How Big Pharma CEOs Plan To Profit From Keeping You Sick!
281,246 viewsSep 28, 2021

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L4OgTtNy53Y
Watch ‘The Great NHS Heist’ here:
https://youtu.be/Www0cHLQulw

Kim Iversen: Norway DROPS All Restrictions And Chooses To LIVE With Covid
312,305 viewsSep 28, 2021 The Hill
Kim Iversen makes the case that the U.S. should learn to live with COVID-19 as an ever-
present endemic disease.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ItkYhFiGBI

‘Actually, I Didn’t Ask You A Question’: Hawley Snaps At Lloyd Austin, Shares Angry Exchange
327,726 viewsSep 28, 2021bForbes Breaking News
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbY5K6LegJI

‘YOU SHOULD BE FIRED!’ Matt Gaetz rips military commanders during fiery hearing exchange
258,026 views Sep 29, 2021 The Hill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxDsSSL1zfw

Reply

09/30/2021  •Jerry

Greg,
This is not a theory, it’s a fact. This past Friday we had a funeral service for my

son, who died because he couldn’t get ivermectin to treat COVID-19. Half of the people who
attended were vaccinated, the other half were not. By Sunday night several people including my
wife and myself fell ill to COVID-19. Fortunately I had a supply of ivermectin on hand to treat it
with. Two people from Las Vegas had to be at the airport by Monday so they took the ivermectin
immediately and started feeling better within hours. As for my wife and myself, we’re on our
second dose of ivermectin and are still fighting flu like symptoms.

Greg make no mistake, the variants being shedded by the vaccinated are much stronger than
the original virus. We should have knocked out the virus with the first dose of ivermectin, and
now we’re staring our second dose. Even though I feel much better, I get tired very quickly.
Don’t underestimate the power of the variants. If you’re not on top of it immediately, it will take
you out.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Thanks Jerry for your reporting an so sorry for the loss of
your son.

Greg

Reply

09/30/2021  •Jerry

Greg,
Thank you. We are all under attack.

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-
page/world/steve-quayle-hospitalized-pneumonia-breathing-
issues

I can’t believe I’m on my second dose of ivermectin, zinc, and
antibiotics in less than a week and this stuff simply won’t die. As
I’ve posted, the variants from the vaccinated are much stronger
than the original strain.
I just pray the second dose does the trick. We all need to pray.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Southern Girl

Jerry,
I have not received my Ivermectin as yet. It is suppose to come

from Canada. I’m on HCQ along with the other high doses of vitamins. Also
order 2 NAC. Watched some video where this doctor explains how the covid
enters the body through the nasal passages so he suggested BETADINE. It
can come as a nasal spray or a gargle. I went down to my local Kroger and
found the gargle. I’ll keep it for possible use later on. Doing what I can to not be
around vaxxed people but do shop for food. have never worn a mask. Don’t
know what I will do when I’m suppose to get blood work in December for yearly
check up?
So so sorry about the lose of your son and now to hear both you and your wife
are sick. Keeping you and yours in my prayers.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Charles H.

Jerry,

The standard (daily) dose .2mg/kg weight. Divided morning and
evening (half each time) DAILY until symptoms resolve. This can be 1 to 7
days.

210 pounds divided by 2.2 = 95.45 kg
round to 96 kg x .2 mg = 19.2 mg
take half, 9.6 mg in morning, and 9.6 mg in evening – up to 7 days
(this was from doctor in India)

Reply

09/30/2021  •Rob

Greg, you ROCK. Karen Kingston ROCKS.
I thought Ms. Kingston was going to say:

“The fact checkers can go FACT THEMSELVES!”
Thank you for your gracious interviewing style.

Reply

09/30/2021  •JULI BARBATO

The comment I’m about to post was one I found either on ScrewTube or
Bitchute. I honestly don’t recall. However, know that the OP is responding to

someone there, not anyone here. I’m posting because it has info about how to tell whether a
jabee has gotten a placebo or a real poison cocktail. Maybe Ms. Kingston can verify or deny?
“Bob PhD • 21 hours ago
Sorry but you are wrong! The son of a bitch doctor that gives you the JAB, KNOWS which one
he is giving you: 01, 02, 03. On your “PASSPORT at the bottom is a number beginning with
URN UVC1 01 …. and it is followed by a string of many numbers. the 01 means you got a
PLACEBO. The 02 and 03 are real mRNA JABS. YOUR murderous doctor knows if he gave
you the 01 PLACEBO or the 02 or 03 REAL POISON JAB. But he won’t tell you because he is a
son of a bitch and you should stay away from any retard wearing a white coat. GROW UP!”

Reply

09/30/2021  •JULI BARBATO

I lifted the following comment from either ScrewTube or Bitchute. Can’t recall.
The OP is NOT responding to anyone here, of course. I’m posting because

there’s info that tells how one can see if they received a placebo or poison cocktail.
“Bob PhD • 21 hours ago
Sorry but you are wrong! The son of a *itch doctor that gives you the JAB, KNOWS which one
he is giving you: 01, 02, 03. On your PASSPORT at the bottom is a number beginning with URN
UVC1 01 …. and it is followed by a string of many numbers. the 01 means you got a
PLACEBO. The 02 and 03 are real mRNA JABS. YOUR murderous doctor knows if he gave
you the 01 PLACEBO or the 02 or 03 REAL POISON JAB. But he won’t tell you because he is a
s*n of a b*tch and you should stay away from any re*ard wearing a white coat.”

Reply

09/30/2021  •Gaylene Muir

Sean Hannity 9/29/21 FULL | FOX BREAKING NEWS September 29,21
16,820 views Premiered 8 hours ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddvzQHmr7y4
Civil War In Washington?

The Ingraham Angle 9/29/21 | FOX BREAKING NEWS September 29,21
7,562 views Premiered 7 hours ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3d0PH6p-SJc
Is The Trumpster Back?

Newsome Makes Sure Long Beach Dockworkers vaccinated…_
Now In Total Disruption with sick and tired vaxed workers!
Port of Long Beach blames China and Vietnam for slow movement, but how does that cause a
backlog at Long Beach? Director Mario Cordero, blame the Vax! Vaxed to the max, taxed
workers!
Busiest US container port complex ‘in crisis mode’
207,014 views Sep 27, 2021 FoxBiz Mornings with Maria
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4GFVuN3mb4
Cris M 2 days ago
Having 73 or 62 loaded ships anchored, waiting to be offloaded does not sound like a ‘supply
from China’ problem as he claimed but a problem at his port doing his job of unloading the
ships.
Charles Patton 2 days ago
Let me get this right. There’s dozens of ships anchored waiting to be off loaded. So how is this
a supply chain problem? Sounds more like a problem unloading ships.
Christian Riera Blame game: “The main problem is the Chinese supply ports being shut down
due to COVID? Meanwhile there are 73 loaded ships in your shop of horror’s harbor unable to
unload. What’s taxing sick and tired men? Mario, it’s the Vaccine’s , that’s taxing, the men that
unload the container ships!

⛴ 🛳 🚢

IS THIS JUST THE Beginning America? Mandates up the wazoo, need of more illegal’s too!!
Depopulation⚰ replacement’s coming to a dock near you soon?

🏊 🛶 🤿

Did you notice our replacements aren’t vaxed and don’t count on them getting jabbed!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Geoff Clyburn

Our replacements, the illegals’ should be vaxed on the spot! You
know they won’t be. That’s why Beijing Biden’s puppet masters

told old Jim Crow Joe to put out the call, to come to America and don’t make
haste!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ttDUGM-1mU
Europeons Not Now Welcome any Longer! Unless Vaxed of course!
ENCORE! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrgCxSSwBto

Reply

09/30/2021  •BUCHANAN

Your guest had many good points but please the sound just not good enough not
clear not concise lost so much if you are going to reach a bigger audience you

must do a preview audio check Ask organised pin point questions The spruiking of products
reduces the perception of a fact only interview /

Reply

09/30/2021  •MAHDEE

This is unfolding in my head like this:

They know the folks that are refusing to get the shot are not going to get it. Now
they are “unveiling” what we already knew to “protect” us from their deadly lies- ivermectin and
natural immunity. We are already in the FALL season and many vaccinated (those who didn’t
get the placebo) will FALL sick and become a threat- a national security threat and will end up in
the concentration camps where they will be experimented on with combination of drugs and
devices (maybe that is why there is chip shortage) in order to create an immortal. Their life
support will be the booster shots.

The camps will be like the nursing homes at the beginning of this deception. No one but the
staff can go in and out. We may be able to visit our loved ones from behind a fence while they
look through the window from their room.

When they are done with their experiments, the booster shots will stop and those concentration
camps will close one by one as people in there perish. They will demolish the buildings and
erect a building in memory of the “2020 pandemic”. For the first few years, they will recall the
names of the dead on national Tee Vee.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Justn Observer

Greg, The ‘injection’ appears to have living organisms linking up with metallic
pieces in them says Dr, Carrie Madewj=

https://rumble.com/vn482j-dr.-carrie-madej-first-u.s.-lab-examines-vaccine-vials-horrific-
findings-re.html

Reply

09/30/2021  •Justn Observer

Wonder if that is why Ivermectin works = kills that organism?

Reply

09/30/2021  •Justn Observer

Now…Dr. Jane Ruby reports on ‘everyone I know
is losing their baby’ = Dr. Jane about

“PfizerMectin”?

https://rumble.com/vn4itj-ask-dr.-jane-pfizermectin-miscarriages-
placebo-flu-shots-shedding.html

Also, Politicians relatives are also sounding the alarm….total
lockdowns coming so wear scrubs in support for those being
forced out of their jobs! =

https://rumble.com/vn4j7n-ontario-premier-exposed-by-daughter-
globalist-covid-agenda-destroyed.html

Reply

10/01/2021  •AndrewB

Justn Observer,
Creepy video. The story gets worse as it unfolds.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Tommy

Everything we’ve been told has been lies. From the origin of covid-19, to face
masks, to social distancing (6′ rule totally pulled out of thin air says Dr. Gottlieb),

to saying unvaxed present a danger to the vaxed (this statement would be an admission that
vaccine doesn’t work), everything has been 180 degrees out of phase.

Just one question. Everyone I know that has been vaxed had some kind of reaction. Most
suffered fatigue and flu-line symptoms for a few days. Others we’ve heard about had very
serious reactions up to and including death. How come old Joe gets his booster and has no
reaction? He apparently didn’t have any reaction to the first two shots he supposedly got. None
of these high profile vax pushers have suffered any reactions. You would think they would
report that they did just to make it look good, but I guess the sheeple just follow what they’re
told without question.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Robert K

Greg,

My wife and I went to a fall festival this past weekend with many “vaccinated”
people all around us. We were there for only a few hours before leaving the festival. Later that
evening, both my wife and I started having headaches, sore throats, our noses started running,
we both developed a cough, body fatigue and flu like symptoms. The symptoms were rapid,
and we felt like were hit by a bus. We were both heathy and felt fantastic without any symptoms
before attending the fall festival, afterwards we felt like garbage. We got home, cracked into our
ivermectin supply and vitamin supply, and we felt better within a few days, free of symptoms.

Jerry is 100% correct, the variants being shedded by the vaxxed are much stronger, and by
design. If I hadn’t had ivermectin on hand, who knows what may have happened.

Additionally, a “Christian” radio station in Georgia today stated the CDC is “Issuing its most
urgent message for pregnant women to get vaxxed”. The is just EVIL & SATANIC, and I cannot
believe my ears when I heard it. The issue is people hear the message on a “Christian” radio
show, and take it for the gospel truth, and go get the shot while pregnant. My wife and I know
several pregnant women who took the shots, even though we told them not to. The first baby
has autoimmune issues, rashes, hives, and almost looks bruised. The second baby died, both
cases are horrific. It is almost like there is a Shadow Christianity. I feel angry, sad, and
nauseated hearing these disturbing, fake, toxic, and downright evil stories being told to the
public. To make matters worse, I overhead a patient telling people at a doctor’s office this past
week, “The shots are FDA approved and safe” … Thank God my wife and I quickly corrected
him in front of everyone. We can only do what we can, and I have been praying for God’s
guidance.

Reply

09/30/2021  •ron martin

Thanks Greg. I forwarded this to my few contacts. My wife and I have already
stocked up on NAC, HCL, ivermectin, etc. But, most people, even here in the

rural north Georgia mountains are looking forward to their Pfizer boosters which made the front
page in the North Georgia News in Blairsville. I wrote a good opinion counter piece but they
refused to print it. Even a surgeon friend at Fannin General Hospital assured me that all the
deaths are limited to the unvaxxed. Same with Union General in Blairsville. I don’t believe either
one. The doctors know only what they are told by the hospital. Thus, the lies are perpetuated
and demicide continues.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Post it here Ron.
Greg

Reply

09/30/2021  •Robert K

Ron,

The same could be said all around the Metro as well. Other rural
areas are seeing the same problems you see in Blairsville, places I wouldn’t
have guessed in GA. It is almost like a “badge of honor” to get the shots and
boosters, they’re braggadocios about it. Several weeks ago my boss had C19, I
was told to have a test done at a doc in the box, which only tests and doesn’t
provide any treatment or medicine, just tests only. Which is completely
pointless, and only further fuels the fear mongering of “more cases” doom and
gloom rhetoric.

Fortunately, we have a doctor that prescribes HCQ, IV, Z-pak’s & other
medication to treat CV19 who is not under the throes of the corrupt and evil
CDC/WHO/politicians, etc. I heard an elderly woman tell an employee, “Sorry I
missed my usual appointment, I took the shots and boosters, and I am still
sick”. It broke my heart to hear the health issues of this woman. Even worse
that the young & the elderly and being targeted and slaughtered.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Lisa Duluth

Would it be possible for you to post the name of
the DR. I am also in North Ga and need

Ivermectin.
Thank you Greg for all you do.
Lisa

Reply

09/30/2021  •Coal Burner

Large numbers started getting the booster last weekend. Start
avoiding and masking everyone this week.

Ron, hospitals count you Unvaxed if you come in before two weeks after you
get the vax. You get vaxed and get sick in a week, go to the hospital and they
count you Unvaxed.
Lets see”not fully vaxed” is the line of BS. Any way to hide the truth and get the
max money.

Reply

09/30/2021  •B. Justice

The U.S. and Russia Agreed on a Joint Military Operation! American Congress
is Very Angry! Sep 30, 2021 BORZZIKMAN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Dn11gCpZtc
Smiley Milley gets around, eh!

How will China’s Nuclear Strike on AUKUS turn out for Russia?
10,122 viewsSep 28, 2021 BORZZIKMAN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zoeoz_emkU

The West Is in Serious Trouble | Guest: Glenn Beck | Ep 139
305,048 views Premiered Sep 15, 2021
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGjISEfQTSI

Reply

09/30/2021  •K.R,

O0p’s; wrong date!

📆

Reply

09/30/2021  •CHERI FLEMING

What are reliable sources saying about how long shedding occurs following a
covid-19 injection? I was under the impression that it diminishes over time.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Donna Wilson

Cheri, great question! Greg, can you ask Karen Kingston how
long shedding lasts? I think I heard a doctor in an interview say

no one knows, but that was then, this is now.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Sherwin

Great interview Greg, what is becoming more and more certain is how
dangerous these mRNA vaccines are. We have to all collaborate to put a stop to

this madness, there have been so many deaths and adverse reactions recorded and yet they
press on.
I would like to interview this lady as well for our seminar “Overcoming the Pandemic Part 1”,
please share contact info privately if you can.

Reply

09/30/2021  •cheryl

any data on how pets of the vaxxed are impacted if at all?

Reply

10/01/2021  •susan

Cheryl, I was wondering the same thing.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Luke Ledbetter

Will China Stand By If The Unprecedented Default Happens?
9,533 views Sep 30, 2021 Difference Frames the World

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uKjAbbLwwck

Reply

09/30/2021  •TJZ

Greg,

Thank you Greg and than you very much Ms Karen Kingston!
Lord have mercy! God bless you both!

Reply

09/30/2021  •PAUL ANTHONY

I do believe that one day certain medical people and politicians will not be to
freely and willingly able to walk out of their homes with out being attacked and

dragged across their home towns – Will I be a part of it – nope – Will I say told you so to the
people not awake to the evil going on – Probably … They don’t win this… as Martin Armstrong
has said at theend of one of your interviews. I think iI is too evil and and diabolical to win by
mere numbers of us verses them at some point full exposure of truth comes out and thats when
they wont be able to walk out of their own houses – sad really — remember when the american
military freed the people in the german camps the people in those camps murder the gaurds
and their touturers with their bare hands – This has never ended well every time the globalist
have tried this evil bullshit – nothing is more short sighted than Satan and hos followers –

Reply
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09/30/2021  •Enrico

What is the spelling of the document she referred to as CREB or KREB… ???
I can’t find a reference to it on the web since I don’t have the correct spelling.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Enrico

God bless you both!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Mark

When will Gates , Fauci and their associates be arrested for mass genocide.

Reply

09/30/2021  •JC

Soon Mark, soon. The Lone Ranger and Superman are getting
ready to take action.

Reply

09/30/2021  •FREDRICK (RICK) GETZSCHMAN

Great report USA Watchdog.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Russ 2

Thanks Greg. Good to see the Karen Kingston interviews getting such a good
response. I listened to the interview yesterday and again this morning. Too much

information at once, like drinking from a firehose, but the evidence is all there and is very
compelling.

My rationale for not taking the vaccine was initially based on availability early on combined with
reported survival rates (99.7%+) for my demographic (old but without comorbidities). My
reasons for not getting vaxx’d now go way deeper than mere Covid survival rates. The issue
now is vaccine survival rates and the numbers to date are short and maybe medium term; there
are no long-term survival rate stats to look at because the vaccines are not mature. Hell, this is
an ongoing human drug trial and the vaccines appear to be failing in the short and medium
term. My guess is there will never be a long term study.

Here’s a headline out of the UK…
“Covid-19 deaths are over 3,000% higher than this time last year and 80% of those dying had
the Covid-19 vaccine according to the latest Public Health data”
https://theexpose.uk/2021/09/23/covid-19-deaths-are-over-3000-percent-higher-80-percent-
vaccinated/

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Thanks Russ!
Greg

Reply

09/30/2021  •Dan Murray

NAC is on sale now at Piping Rock. Have a look:
https://www.pipingrock.com/n-acetyl-cysteine?keywords=nac&qid=1633014456

Reply

09/30/2021  •BDS

Great Show and thank you Karen for coming forward with the info!
I just wanted to mention what was previous mention over a year ago and most

people forget because so much is going on and easy to forget! People should read H.R 5736
Smith-Mundt Modernization Act of 2012-The reason why we hear all this crazy stuff from the
media which is against normal logic=MSM money maker from our own tax dollars.

“Don’t forget H.R. 5736: Smith-Mundt Modernization act of 2012 Allows the Secretary and
Broadcasting Board of Governors who are authorized to use funds appropriated or otherwise
made available for public information programs (Program preparing USA for Agenda 21,
Agenda 2030 and America 2050). Also, Build back better, The New Green Deal, Covid-19
advertising, shaming unvaccinated/threat of losing job, bullying for force vaccinations social
scoring for travel, take down of President Trump are just some of the programing for attitude
and behavior shaping. All this being done through the MSM, press, radio and social medias.
Also, banning or censoring any other opinion different from the precursor of
TRANSHUMANISM”

Reply

09/30/2021  •Johan

appears we are in a world war of humans vs psychopaths. winner take all.

Reply

09/30/2021  •susan russo

Greg and Karen, thank you. This is all I can say, you have both said it all!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Andrew de Berry

Yes!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Russ 2

NAC (N-Acetyl-L-Cysteine) – Life Extension
https://www.lifeextension.com/search#q=n-

acetylcysteine%20nac&t=coveo4A2453FD

Prior to a few weeks ago most had never heard of it, but now NAC is listed as “Hot”

Reply

09/30/2021  •Dom

Thank you Greg and thank you Karen. Great interview. Much appreciated. I have
two questions.

1. As I understand it, the synthetic MRNA in the ‘vaccine’ is highly unstable and easily gets
recognized as foreign material and destroyed by the immune system which is why they encase
it in a lipid nano-particle. If a ‘vaccinated’ person breaths the synthetic pathogenic spike protein
from the ‘vaccine’ on an un-vaccinated person I would have thought that the spike protein would
struggle to get into the cells of the unvaxxed person given it is not protected in the lipid nano
particle?

2. Last year Maria Van Kerkhove, head of the World Health Organization’s emerging diseases
and zoonosis unit, announced that transmission of the coronavirus by people who aren’t
showing symptoms is “very rare”. Does that also apply the ability of vaccinated people to
transmit the spike protein? Do they only do so when they are sick and coughing or can they
transmit the poathogens from the vaxx asymptomatically?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQTBlbx1Xjs

Reply

09/30/2021  •Nancy McDaniel

Thank you for having Karen on again. She needs to move out of the pit of hell
commiefornia as the “leaders” there are all corrupt and will never change as

evidenced by their last rigged election. Convention of States Article V promoted by Mark Levin,
Allen West, the late Tom Coburn and many other patriots is the ONLY WAY TO SAVE THE
CONSTITUTION–BY USING THE CONSTITUTION. Maybe you could do an interview on that
with Mark Meckler, Allen West or Pete Hegseth. There is an avalanche of support for it right
now more than ever. Thanks for all you are doing to inform the sheeple.

Reply

09/30/2021  •PAM

Greg……………What about Chorine Dioxide?…….Does that have any
protection value against COVID? Could you ask Karen Kingston when she is on

your podcast the next time. Thank you

Reply

09/30/2021  •Shane

Thanks Trump!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Valerie

Thanks Greg and Karen! These vaccines are truly a HOLOCAUST! God help us!

Reply

09/30/2021  •Charles H.

Greg,

I stated this BEFORE; but I will restate it again here…

Big Pharma has created the problem, ie – disease to thin the heard of humanity.
Big Pharma has corrupted government to ENFORCE its dispersement.
Then Big Pharma has produced the cures that will keep alive those who received
their disease.
In effect – it is a Win-Win situation: they are made rich by your tax dollars to infect you.
Then they enslave you to buy their cures if you want to live. This is called the
“Merchandizing of man”. – and all because the masses are fearful and lazy.

Just like the devil said of Job – ‘skin for skin: all will a man give for his life’. And I will give you
two more tidbits…

The Bankers and Great luciferian houses took the bait that God the Son in the flesh would not
take – ‘all the kingdoms and the glory thereof (riches/money)’ from Matt.4:8,9.
Luke 4:6 actually explains this is the devils’ to deliver to whomever he will. And it was men who
took it. These are the real Powers-That-Be. Only demonically deceived people could foist such
evil upon their fellow man. Money-changers in the Temple during Christ’s time have morphed
into Banksters in the temple of government. (And Catholic Church?)

Ivermectin – two to four times a month for prophylaxis/prevention. My wife and I used a regimen
of dosing weekly while visiting family in Florida. Back in Mexico – we are reducing to twice a
month. I eat the horse-paste; my wife the pills. As historically there was never a vaccine for the
Flu because it mutated too quickly – we feel our natural immune system, with the regular help
of IVM: we should be able to ward-off the variations as they present themselves. (Standard
dosis: .2mg/kg weight). Vitamins D3; C: and zinc are also a big help.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Kevin24

Great guest Greg.
So far I have avoided the Jab along with my daughter and half our friends.

We just did the annual camping trip outside the Toronto area.
Two dads did not attend this year, both double vaxxed.
One has developed pancreatic cancer possibly not related to the jab since timing was close,
jury is out on this case?
The other dad who is not in great shape had a stroke / blood clots and he was vaxxed last
Spring, AstraZenica known for clots was one of his two jabs, this one I lay blame on the jab.

Reply

10/01/2021  •AndrewB

Hi Kevin,
Regarding rapid onset of pancreatic cancer post ‘vaccination’.

Wife of a colleague became ill a few weeks after shots. Four hospital
consultations / blood tests before diagnosis was made – she had never had
cancer previously. Told she had aggressive pancreatic cancer and “only weeks
to live”, but is ‘hanging on’ while in a hospice. Only permitted four named
visitors – husband and three children, no changes! – which means her siblings
who have travelled from abroad are not able to visit. The unnecessary cruelty
knows no bounds. TPTB are the scum of the Earth.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Kim Rouge

Members of Congress know now what it’s like to swim through mud. Welcome to
Nancy Pelosi’s hell week. It can still get worse.

Some seven years ago in this column, amid bureaucratic problems implementing Barack
Obama’s sprawling Affordable Care Act, we wondered whether the U.S. government was
becoming a black hole, siphoning everything near it into a deadly, inert mass.
Wonder Land: “We’ve got three things to do” says Joe Biden. “The debt ceiling, continuing
resolution and the two pieces of legislation. We do that, the country’s gonna be in great shape.”
SHORT VIDEO’S BELOW;
https://www.wsj.com/articles/nancy-pelosi-spending-plan-zero-cost-infrastructure-build-back-
better-reconciliation-11632944432
By Daniel Henninger WSJ Sept. 29, 2021 6:12 pm ET

Joe Biden (D., Socialist) By Daniel Henninger WSJ
Sept. 22, 2021
https://www.wsj.com/articles/joe-biden-socialist-reconiciliation-government-expansion-build-
back-better-11632338922
Biden has said, ‘I am a capitalist’ and ‘I am not a socialist.’ Both statements are false.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Steve Bice

I just read where Tom Brady has a “mystery illness”. He is confused by it…”very
strange”.

I recall seeing he was vaccinated about a month ago. You know where my money is…what do
you think?

It would be sad if it damages his health, but a high profile superstar with vaccine side effects
would finally put an end to this madness. For his sake, I hope it is a routine illness…

Reply

09/30/2021  •Steve Bice

Here’s a link…

https://boston.cbslocal.com/2021/09/30/tom-brady-sounds-
extremely-sick-hoarse-voice/

Reply

09/30/2021  •Steve Bice

One more. This man does not look well. Dark circles under his
eyes (that’s not eye black), gaunt cheeks and gravely voice. He

mentioned he had something similar in the summer. Two episodes…one after
each shot? Suspicious timing…

Reply

10/01/2021  •eddiemd

I agree. I saw his interview with CBS Boston tv.

He looked very ill.

I heard that his wife practices witchcraft. Not good for him.

Reply

09/30/2021  •TIM MCGRAW

Thanks again Greg for the great interviews and some solutions to our current
situation (NAC). I’m reading books about the Great Sioux War in the northern

Plains in the late 1800’s and the aftermath. The Indians didn’t have a chance.
Now we are the Plains Indians. What do we do?

Reply

10/02/2021  •crystalcarrie

His wife who practices Witchcraft not long ago was on the front
pages touting how she prays for his success.Her spells have

helped make him the man he is.
Lots of people were encouraged to practice Witchcraft.

Reply

09/30/2021  •TIM MCGRAW

One more comment on how the US Government treated and subjugated the
Indians of the Northern Plains and elsewhere in the 1800’s. Adolph Hitler was an

admirer of the Grant Presidency and the tactics of Generals Sherman, Sheridan, Crook, and
Miles. Hitler copied these policies and tactics to subdue the conquered people of Europe. (The
concentration camps, use of starvation, troop concentrations, attacks on civilian targets and
supplies.)
Are we not now being treated the same way?
Loss of income if not vaxxed.
FEMA camps in readiness for those who resist the state.
Government troop concentrations everywhere.
BLM and Antifa riots burning down businesses.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Coal Burner

Dear Greg; Reference “Breakthrough” ! Hospitals are messing with the numbers
again. If you get sick from the vax and many do in about a week after they take

the jab. The hospital calls you a covid patient. You have to be two weeks after the vax before
you are called fully vaxed. Otherwise you just got covid and were not considered given the
disease from the Vax.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Paul anthony

just to back up Kaeen ans save a link for all my vacinated friends and family

https://newestalerts.wordpress.com/2021/06/16/pfizer-confirms-covid-
vaccinated-people-can-shed-spike-proteins-and-harm-the-unvaccinated/

Reply

09/30/2021  •Sylvia

Thank you for standing strong and publishing your informative article “Unvaxed
at Risk from Vaxed in Coming Dark Winter – Karen Kingston”. I am an

experienced Family Nurse Practitioner with a background in Clinical Lab Science, toxicology
and nutrition, who has been very uneasy about the COVID Vax since it was released. I worked
through the entire COVID scene in clinic up until June 6 of this year when my contract was not
renewed by my employer. As far as I know I never did catch COVID and may have avoided it
with Vitamins, C, D, Zinc, and Quercetin. I would like to go back to work part time, but am now
unemployable because no employers are hiring unvaccinated. There are even local doctors
who will not see you as a patient if you refuse the vax. If the current budget reconciliation were
to go through as is, there will be heavy fines for hiring the unvaxed, and there will be no
employers who will be able to hire anyone for anything if they are not vaxxed. Talk about a
tyranny! I fear for our future and our country. I am standing with others who refuse to willingly
get this investigational drug. I appreciate all efforts to expose the potential and actual dangers
of this product. I encourage other professionals who have concerns to continue to seek out as
much information as possible and pass it on to colleagues, family, friends and patients.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Marie+Joy

I am prevented from visiting ZeroHedge and The Commonsense Show for
certificate issues. FYI.

Reply

09/30/2021  •GeoffClyburn

You Sir, Are The One Ignoring Science’: Rand Paul Battles Becerra Over
COVID-19 Rules

239,554 viewsSep 30, 2021 Forbes Breaking News
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MI_Dm3pj3dQ

Can You Give Us A Good Reason’: Tuberville Grills Becerra On Monoclonal Antibodies
5,489 viewsSep 30, 2021
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJCkeXMYx5Q
LIAR LIAR PAN’TS POLITICLY ON FIRE!

Breaking! TROUBLE ON THE CAMPUS!
Israel Shocked: Russia and Turkey Expels US Troops! Russia Carries Out Airstrikes in Syria
\8,733 views Sep 30, 2021 Deep Journal
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDUinmIGCR8

Reply

09/30/2021  •J.Cornell

A VERY VERY EASY SOLUTION!
‘Let Me Just Finish’: John Kennedy Has Heated Exchange With Janet Yellen

Over Debt Ceiling https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMdFT0-glA8
Tax and spend America into European oblivion . . .

Reply

09/30/2021  •George Prica, Jr. MD

According to this lady( and Greg), we have about 500,000 doctors in the USA
and millions of doctors worldwide who are idiots and are trying to harm their

patients

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Yes George and you are one of them who refuses to see
the data and the deaths and the injuries. Get that booster

man!!! Here’s the latest from the Senate and Rand Paul.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MI_Dm3pj3dQ Don’t believe the facts
that conflict with your politics or paycheck!!!! That’s what I call science!!!!!
What a joke!!!!!
Greg

Reply

10/01/2021  •AndrewB

Hi Greg,
I just watched the linked-to video. While Rand Paul

champions natural immunity and argues against mandatory
vaccinations (bravo!), he nevertheless speaks in full support of
the C19 ‘vaccinations’. I for one find it incredible that Rand Paul
does not appreciate the dangers inherent in the mRNA ‘vaccines’
being rolled out worldwide. Yes, he is arguing for freedom to
choose but he is also endorsing the deliberate poisoning of those
who are ill informed (including by him!) or simply just foolish.
Shame.

Reply

10/01/2021  •eddiemd

Taking an experimental injection of genetic
material is not science when the long term effects

have not yet been determined. Mass “vaccination” of an
experimental substance that has not gone through rigorous trials
is not science when there are alternative treatments that are
being censored.

You start at the point that this covid-19 is a bioweapon. Everything
after this point is disinformation, propaganda, cover up, and mass
murder.

Dr. Prica, wake up. Have you forgotten your basic science from
medical school? Are you under delusions?

AMA and Big Pharma have done an excellent job in brainwashing
the people who are supposed to protect us. Given over to
delusions.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Robert D

Greg, ask her about NOVAVAX next time. Would I I’ve to hear her thoughts on
their COVID VAX. They just applied for WHO emergency use. It’s non

mRND/DNA. No fetal cells. Bonding agent is made from tree bark.

Reply

09/30/2021  •ROBERT BARRETT

Greg,
I have been consuming every piece of data i can find on Covid-x for 8 months. I

ran across one of the short-term solutions for people until ivermectin and HCL are commonly
available.
Dr. Zelenko, uses Quercetin, Zinc, Vitamin D, & C, all over the counter. This combination allows
the Zinc to enter the cells and stop the spiked protein from being created which is 90% of the
problem.
This is his link https://www.bitchute.com/video/8HWecIWvHBf5/

Reply

09/30/2021  •ken

This woman knows what she is talking about but that is the last thing most
Americans want to hear. It’s 100 proof s-show politics,,, D vs R sickness and

IMO neither gives two hoots about lives of others including the lives of children. This is flat out
obvious at school board meetings. First they want the child to wear a mask which is harmful
then take an experimental injection which will do much harm and/or kill them. The whole thing
reeks of selfishness and greed.

NO EXPERIMENTAL MEDICATION SHOULD BE USED ON ANYONE UNDER 21 especially
for a disease that they hardly get and have a 99.9999% recovery. Now that is sick!

Reply

09/30/2021  •eddiemd

Well written whistleblower complaint by the LTC in charge of the aviation
medicine at Fort Rucker.

I went through flight surgeon training at Fort Rucker in the summer 97.

https://thewashingtonstandard.com/army-doctor-aerospace-medicine-specialist-ltc-theresa-
long-calls-on-pentagon-to-ground-all-pilots-that-have-taken-covid-shots/

Very true. Every Army base around the world is at risk for aircraft mishaps due to side effects
from the injections. There are fully armed aircraft flying over civilian and military areas in and
around bases. That includes Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corp aircraft.

Not to mention the adverse medical effects on the young men and women flying.

I can remember seeing an Apache pilot with vertigo who was flying a fully armed aircraft over
areas in and around Fort Bragg in 99. I put him down. Loss of pay vs. loss of life.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Roger

We Are Being Lied to Our Deaths

2nd paragraph
“WHY DO DUMBSHIT AMERICANS TOLERATE THE DESTRUCTION OF THEIR HEALTH,
LIBERTY AND LIVES THAT THE CORRUPT MURDEROUS AMERICAN ESTABLISHMENT IS
FORCING ON THEM???”

https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2021/09/29/we-are-being-lied-to-our-deaths/

Reply

09/30/2021  •Merry Piper

Greg, Thank you for having Karen Kingston on again. She is a jewel. I have
been in the process of researching “side affects” from all of this Vaxx, which I

would never get, for a long time now. I was paralyzed with polio at the age of five, and spent six
months in a hospital and by a miracle I recovered. Now my polio has been re-activated. I am
totally house bound and use a walker. Remember the Purple Rain song….it’s now Graphene
Oxide Rain. Blessings to all and see you on the other side.

Reply

10/01/2021  •iwitness02

Merry Piper,
I’m sorry to hear that the polio has come back.

I remember a couple of years ago, when I watched the video of you and your
husband sing “We’re in the money.” You both looked so happy. I’m grateful that
you at least have a happy home. I look forward to seeing you on “the other
side.”
Best wishes to you both.

Reply

09/30/2021  •Paul

These people may think they have immunity from liability, but they do not. These
arguments were made by the Nazis at Nuremberg and it didn’t work. If someone

says they want to inject you with something that will help you, and they know it won’t help you
and in fact they know it will hurt you, they have committed fraud in obtaining your consent.
Fraud vitiates everything. When you file a lawsuit, state at the top that if the judge is not acting
under the oath of his office and if he intends not to recognize your rights under the United
States Constitution and Common Law, the judge must tell you before any further action is taken
in your case. This forces swamp judges to show themselves or recognize your rights. Without
that, you go into court under the USA. corporate jurisdiction and you have no rights. Go to
InPower to find out more.

Reply

09/30/2021  •J N Clack

Sadly a necessary evil, the population has to wake up, and without this evil the
sheep will sleep, all the world is a stage and we all are merely

actors…………….enjoy the game, or ignore it

Reply

09/30/2021  •Veronica Bocock

Hi Greg,

Thank you for all of your awesome interviews, hard work, and dedication to the
American People. You are an outstanding hero and we appreciate you so very much. I find
myself as well as other family members eagerly awaiting for new videos to be posted each
week.

I love listening to Karen and admire her bravery as well. We owe her so much for speaking the
truth without hesitation. My question is surrounding our kids being given supplements like
Quercetin and NAC. I haven’t found one specifically for kids. If they are in a public school
setting with vaccinated teachers, wouldn’t they need this to be protected from shedding?

Thank you again for all you do,
Veronica

Reply

09/30/2021  •Tim

Hi Greg

Great show. It sounds like 10 of millions of people will die in this country in the
next 6 months to one year.

Take care

Reply

09/30/2021  •Greg Hunter

Tim,
Or more.

Greg

Reply

09/30/2021  •Charles Robinson

Wow! That Karen Kingston interview you just did. She is such an intelligent,
dynamo heroine! I sent a link of your interview with her I watched on Brand New

Tube Greg, I should have used your site, usawatchdog.com. But anyway, I sent the link to this
interview of Karen Kingston to Senator Jon Tester- I have his email- I am not a Democrat. and
to Rand Paul and told them they should have her testify before a congressional committee!
Powerful interview Greg. Thanks!

Reply

10/01/2021  •John Farr

People need to understand that vitamin d in food and supplements is
cholecalciferol from fish liver oil it is NOT the same metabolite as vitamin d

formed by exposure to sunlight on the skin. That metabolite is a purcusor for hormones. No
need to get get skin cancer from our now white sun. Lard from pigs allowed in the sun is high in
it. Especially leaf lard which is the lard close to the kidneys. Have you ever heard of anyone
warning of a vit D overdose from eating bacon or suntanning too much? Of course not. But
there are warnings galore of taking too much vitamin d.Vitamin d from Fisn liver oil is garbage.
Read this twice.

Reply

10/01/2021  •R.M. Stockmann

– Recommended watching, also featuring Karen Kingston,
https://rumble.com/vn12v1-attorney-thomas-renz-we-got-them.-fact-check-this-

all-new-whistleblower-inf.html Attorney Thomas Renz can be found at https://renz-law.com .
– Eyeopening excerpts from the FDA Meeting on 9/17, showing charts with Israeli stats, and
open and shut case testimony which normally would bring FDA leadership behind bars.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/He41SkRU4BLM/ which is 43:24 long. The full Meeting is here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFph7-6t34M and takes a total of 8:09:40. Download if you
can, as youtube has started a total war on so-called covid mis-information, which resulted in
youtube deleting two of RT’s German channels over alleged coronavirus misinformation on
Thursday. “YouTube can’t censor the FDA (yet), but most don’t take the time to watch the entire
meeting to see what is actually happening.”

Reply

10/01/2021  •Linda

Karen Kingston – 18th Aug 2021 5
Great quality product

I highly recommend Nootropics products, including N-AC-L- cysteine for its cytoprotective
effects beyond glutothione production. This company has a strong repiutation for high quality
ingredients by other manufacturers and brand supplements.

Found this at
https://nootropicsdepot.com/n-acetyl-l-cysteine-500mg-capsules/

Reply

10/01/2021  •travis moss

To: the people who acted in the medical practice; i have an idea to those who
refused trespass (shot) against there property(body) home births, i ask what do

you think; there could be alot of pregnant women who are worried about going to a hospital; you
could set up a donation page or something. it could be worth a try.

Reply

10/01/2021  •Greg Hunter

Travis,
I am a reporter and that is not my role. Good idea for you

my friend.
Greg

Reply

10/01/2021  •Carl

Greg, The THANK YOU for what you are doing

Reply

10/01/2021  •Trish Fosdick

Evidently America’s Frontline Doctors has had a data breach. I have been trying
to get a refill for a month and now the website is down. I am unable to order

hydroxy chloroquine at this point. Any idea how to order for prophylaxis?

https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/pdf/Copy%20of%20Hack%20Response.pdf

Reply

10/01/2021  •Randall

Greg:
Can you please consider having Dr. Eric Hensen on your show to be

interviewed? He is working to start up medical clinics across the country, but needs to get the
word out. His clinic is LoneStar ENT in Palestine Texas. I know him from Dr. Peter McCullough’s
C19 telegram group which are doctors across the world fighting the covid misinformation. He
and I talked about how to get the laid-off unemployed doctors and nurses back to work and I
like his plan a lot. He is very knowledgeable on covid-19 issues, since he is in this group of
doctors.
He has a very positive approach in this tsunami of evil which seems to be sweeping the country.
– Randall

Reply

10/02/2021  •Ed

My neighbors that have gotten these shots have threatened to kill me because I
haven’t.

They used to be very laid back and friendly but not any longer.
So your headline is correct, the “unvaxed” are at risk from the “vaxed”, just not in the way you
thought.

Reply
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